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As the .White House readies 
for military action, a.group of local 
' ac~vists travel from.Carbondale to 
Capitol Hill• to rally against a possible 
u,;ar. Back in the Heartland they vow 
the Protest is far from 'finished. 
story by KRISTINA HERRNDOBLE~ 
. WASHINGTON;_; D.i9· chanting and marching in the 
• ::-: T ued 'and hungij?'~biis~full : bitter cold;thcy hoped it was loucl 
of CarboncWe' · peace· , activists enough for the president to hear all 
returned Monday, most still \vc:u'-: the way to Camp David, when: he , 
ing Friday's clothes as they exit.:.! was spending his weekend, hun-
the b~. ~ of its 15 ycn drcds of 1:liles away from protest-
. plus the~ trip, the bus ar- en who marched a block from his 
ried than on a 1,600-milc journey presidential palace. 
to the most powerful city in the The fact that the man who 
world. Nearly four-dozen stu- v,as the center of :all the prorestors' 
dents, professon and community :.:tention v;as not in eanhot of the 
members joined an estimated half- chanting crowd did not stop them. 
million people from around the They were determined their mes-
globe to protest a war. ------ sage for peace would 
in Iraq. Their m=gc: The protesters' be heard around D.C. 
Weo:1\~national journey :'1r1~~th~=~ 
Mall, protcston carried continues on America had set aside 
rally signs. Theyw.n-ed page 10 & 11 to honorl\iartin Lud:cr 
modified· American KingJr. and :all he stood 
fbgs whee the Stan had been for. . 
rcpbced by peace signs. They lis- Many from Carbondale wen: 
tened as speaken ranging from the then: to uitness - to participate. 
Rev.JesseJackson to the one-hit- ltwasalongjoumey-morcthan 
wonden, Chumbawumba, shook 68 houn - but one they would 
up die crowd from the grandstand. not regret. During that time, the 
· And as each speaker left, the stage, local peace. actii.ists would watch 
the ·crowd,' packed· 'shoulder-ta::·· - Fight Club ·• to pass' 'the ~time,'· 
Protesters listen to one of many speakers Saturday at the west end of the Capitol Building in Washington 
. D.C. during Saturday's worldwide demonstrations against the possible war.in Iraq. As many as half a million 
people were reported to have attended the protest sponsored by the International A.N.S.W.E.R. Coalition in 
· D.C. Forty-three SIUC students and community members loaded onto a charter bus to make the 1,600-mile 
shoulder, erupted in a unified make a ~us th~ means of travel 
mimicking of the speaker's final and sleep, trek miles and miles in 
words with chants such as: frigid East Coast temperatures and 
"Who let the bombs out? Bush, uitness a small group of proteston 
Bush, Bu Bush: · urinating on the American flag · 
trip and contribute their voice to the ause. · · · · · 
"Drop Bush, not bombs." - :all in the name of peace. 
As they continued for houn This is their story. 
Silver and blclck • • • with. a :hint of fflaroon 
Ex--Saluki coach 
leads Raiders 
to :Super Bowl/ 
Michael Brenner 
Daily Egyptian 
a team to the Nru promised land when that. he uill be pulling for the Raiden promoted from the position of offcnsivc 
his Raiden defeated Tenness..-c 41-24 in come Sunday. "We wam our SIU folks to coordinator. 
the AFC championship Sunday.. do well It's good for hin1, and certainly During· his one-year . stint at SID, 
The victory has SIU athletics bumng, good for SIU: . · < .·· · Callahan"soffcnsivclinehelpedtheSalukis 
especi:ally the footb:ill program. Athletic : C:allahan's rise to the top of the NFL is set 18 off'ensi..-e school records. He left the 
Director Paul'· Kowalczyk, who was seen as inspirational to some SIU footb:all next year for Madison, when: as off'cnsi,:e , 
wmvarc ofCa!Wian's CarboncWe roots pl:tycrs by pIO'ing that it is possible to line~hedc,,,:lopcdnineAll•BigTen 
until Monday, ~-ii thrilled when he found make it out of a small footb:all program. first team linemen in fi.,.e years. 
out the Oakland coach passed through · "It. shows that anything is posstclc," He will be the first Saluki to partici-, 
SIU on his way to the Super lknvl.· · SIU qiurterbackJocl Sambunky said. "To pate in_ a Super Bowl since Adrian White 
The Rams may not be in the Super · He said the extra publicity can only · think that he's in the Super Bowl now and won a ring with the New York Giants in ·. 
Bowl this year, but Southern Illinois rcsi- help the Saluki foothill program. . . .that he swtcd here is prcttyam:izing.". 1991. Saluki pl:tycnfun Hart,AlJenkins, 
dents still have a home team to root for. · "Anytime you lm-c someone in that · Callahan took m-cr as head.coach of Yonel Jourdain, Da\-c Smith and Adrian 
Oakland rookie head coach Bill position that's going to receive that ·the• Raidcis ~t year when Jon Gruden · White have also pla)-ed in Super Bmvls. · 
C:allahan, who was Sltfs off'er.sn-c line amount of publicity, it will ceminly left Oakland to coach Tampa Bay-the 
· coach during· the 1989 season, became · . improve the image of the department and·. team 'they will fu:e on Sunday. He had . '&porlrr ~ru1xu1 Brmnn'can ht rtdxd@ 
the first and only c:x-Saluki coach to lead of the uni\'cnity,• Kow~~ct)it said, adding : ~ with the team fo_r m-c years and \½.s mbtcnna@dailyegypti:m.com 
., " .... _ ... - . . ... _. ·._ .... ,_t .. ,. __ . 
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BIG day. 
BIGgaU1e. . . 
. .r(I.., . ,. : " . i:,lt:.., 
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Free Pregnancy Tests 
a.nd•Confidential Assistance 
· ... Same 'Day 'Resufrs 
Shawn~e C'!PC 
Wa(f-ins ·we(come 
High quality and low prices 
are gu~_ranteed at Meineke 
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,any repair of• 
:$75 or more: ----~----I Nationwid~ Ufetime I Guarantees 308 East Main St. 
Open 
MON-SAT 








MLK's widow urges peace 
\W=:IS-Jc;~l~i~: ~(~~:!~!t~~:~fu\fyed 
and avoid a painful war. 
Coretta Scott King told a packed aowd of about 1,000 at 
Ebenezer Baptist Church to honor the memory of King, who 
\wuld have turned 74 Wednesday. 
-We comm orate Martin Luther King Jr. as a great champion 
of peace who warned us of that war was a poor chisel for car-
qing out a peaceful tomo=v.• King said at the commeration 
aa:ording to the Associated Press. "We must pursue peaceful 
~:!=o=;~~~,.~~t~~c:eis not just 
Her comments came as the United States is considering 
mirrtary action against Iraq. 
Anny sending 37,000 more ~o Gulf 
\WISHINGTON- ln a major new step to prepare for a pos-
sible war in Iraq. the Amrf is sending a .specially tailored force 
of about 37,0CXJ sold'.ers, spearheaded by the Texas-based 4th 
Infantry Division, to the Peisian Gulf region. officials said Monday. 
It is the largest ground force identified so far among an 
=~~ J~m_u~:ercr ~:c:~~1i:'cfn~~e 
first ground units to get ordeis was the 3rd Infantry Division's_ 
INTERNATIONAL NEWS 
7 arrested in anti-terror 
raid at London mosque 
LONDON - British anti-terrorist police have arrested 
seven suspects in a pre-dawn raid on London's most con-
troveisial mosque. Police say the raid is ·connected \llith the 
discovery earlier this month of a deadly poison in a London 
apartment 
The raid on the Finsbury Park mosque in north London 
had the timing and trappings of a mifrtary operation. 
Scores of officeis used a b~tterinll ram to knock down 
the doors. while pofic:e helicopteis arded overhead beaming 
spotfrghts on the scene. More than SO police vehides con-
verged on the mosque. · 
Scotland Yard says several unidentified suspects have 
:;}~t!~!~:Og oia1e~:J~ i:~~~e':JnJ: 
in a north London apartment Police say no chemicals '11,,ere . 
found at the mosque and two neighboring residences that 
also were raided. 
Police say the raid \vas confined to the residential section 
NEWS 
two brigades in Georgja, which b~gan shipping out in early 
January. 
At Fort Hood, Texas. spokesman Cecil Green said 12.500 
soldieis from the 4th Infantry Division, plus nearly 4,000 
from the d'rvision's 3rd Brigade at Fort CaJSOn, Colo. received 
~~i% t~~°J!otte~=~1g:,r~i~i. area of respons,'bil-
lhe 4th Infantry Division will be the headquarteis element 
of a Task Force Ironhorse, which also will have more than 
20,000 soldiers from JO other Amr{ installations. for a total 
force of about 37,000 soldiers. Green said. He said he could 
not disruss other details, induding the other units involved. 
Missing woman's husband 
expands his search 
IDS ANGELES - The husband of a missinll Modesto 
woman said he traveled to Southern California to spread the 
search over a wider geographic area. 
Sun~~:::'t~~~~e=~r,:g~~i~of~1W,~~eis 
year-o~ fertifizer salesman. who hasn't been ruled out as a 
suspect. dedined to anS1.~-er most questions from reportCIS. 
Laci PeteJSOn. 27, has been missin.i: since Christmas Eve. 
Scott PeteJSOn told pofic:e he was fishing at the Berkeley 
Marina at the time _and said his pregnant wife had planned to 
take her dog for a walk that_ morning. 
US to bring DPRK nuclear issue 
to .uN Security Coun~il 
US Seaetary of State eorm Powell said on Sunday the 
Bush administration might formally bring the Democratic 
People's Republic of Ko~•s nudear issue to the United 
Nations' Serurity Counal 
"We11 be d'ISOJSSing it," said Powel~ who will attend a UN 
Security Council meeting on counterterrorism on Mcnday. 
"Right now, it is being considered by the IAEA 
(International Atomic Eneigy Agency), and I hope that the 
board of governors will meet in the not-too-<i'Jstant future in 
Vienna and from that meeting, they can refer the matter to the 
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Average f)_igh: 39 
Average low: 21 
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Monday's hi/low: 39/21 Partly doudy. Highs in the lower 30s and wind from the 
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CALENDAR 
Today 
• Student Alumni Council ~ first meeting, open to all students 
Kaskaskia Room. Second Floor 
of Student Center 5 p.m. 
• Kayak Club -weekly mee!ing 
Student Recreation Center Pool 
• Campus Shawnee Greens - weekly mee!ing 
Interfaith Center 
Wednesday 
•Pi Sigma Epsilon (co-ed marketing fraternity) 
- general me.!ling 
Mississippi Room, Second Floor ' ' 
7p.m. 
5:ISp.m 
of Student Center 6 p.m. 
Thursday 
• Pi Sigma Epsilon (co-ed marketing fraternity) 
- nav member night (all majors welcome) 
Jlfinois Room, Second Floor · 
of Student Center 7 pm. 
• Carbondale Community Education Associaton Inc. 
• first Spring mee!ing (open to eJel)OO(!) 
Carbondale Civic Center, Room 103 a a.m. 
CORRECTIONS 
• In Friday's issue in the DAILY EGYPTIAN, the cutline on 
page 19 "SIU track and field to compete at McDonald's 
Invite tonight,• misidentified the track manager as head 
track coach Connie Price,Smith. 
The DAILY EGYPTIAN regrets the error. 
Readeis who spot an error -"'>ould contact the DAILY 
Ec;YPnAN accuracy desk at 53t·33 l 1 exL 253 • 
. The D_AIL Y EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper ofSIUC, is committed to being a trusted source of 
information, commentary ~d public disco11ISC while hdping readers understand the issues affecting their lives ... 
~~ <. • • • • ' 
_________ ,, __ . ··------
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Community gathers tO discuss ';vv()rk to .he _done' 
·the breakfast foitowed by short prescnt2ti~ns. · ,.. .: .l· . . - . Carbondale NAAC:P 
Branch holds 20th -
from incoming. NAACP president of the .· 
Carbondale chapter, Hc;;:n Porter and outgo~·· 
ing president Steven Haynes. • . : · 
annual Martin Luther "This event continues to foster the essence 
of what King wanted," said Haynes who has. 
King Memorial Break_fast attended the breakfast all 20 yean. "The 
essence . of King's dream of non-violence, · 
being.treated equal, succeeding and putting·· Jessica Yorama 
Daily Egyptian his words to good practice." . ., . . ; ·. . 
Continuing with the theme of changing · 
As usual, speakers at the annu~l Martin · leaden, Neil Dillard spoke at what was his 
Luther King Jr. breakfast discussed the larger l:m Martin Luther King· Jr. breakfast as 
issues of the Civil Rights l\lovement :md all mayor of Carbondale. . ' 
that the leader worked to accomplish. "I've been to almost every one. of. the 
Bur it rook the soft-spoken words of breakfasts,' said _Dillard, who is serving his 
younger indi\·iduals such as first-grader Alex 16th year as mayor, as wdl as presenting his· 
James to truly express thr, import1· .cc: of the 16th \vclcome to the breakfast. "There's never . 
holiday. ., been an event that brought this many pe·ople 
Speaking into a microphone on the podi· together. · · 
um with the h~lp of a stool, James reiterated ' "\Ve've had it in other places in the past, 
the seemingly simple but highly significant but this is the venue that has given us enough 
accomplishments made possible by King. room to serve breakfast and bring memben 
"I'm happy my moth:r and father can of the community together to sec and listen 
\'Otc,• said James as he read from his speech, to each other where they might not get the 
a first-place winne1 in his early childh~d opportunity to do so any other time." 
division. "I'm happy I can go to school with \Vell-known m.:mben of the community; 
my friends and play there." were not the only ones. anxious to express 
James w:is just one of five winners out of their appreciation for King at the breakfast. 
the 200 in the Martin Luther King Jr. essay "This event is important because \ve arc 
contest sponsored by the Carbondale chapter honoring a black civil rights leader on this 
of the NAACP. · day where we show thanks to him for his 
The essay contest is just enc aspect of the • help toward the community; said Tiffany 
annual breakfast that the C:trbondale com• Mason, a high school senior from Carbondale 
munity has grown accustomed to during the attending the event for the second year. 
memorial breakfast's 20-year history. "People need to remember that he didn't just 
The program titled, "\Ve've Got \Vork To fight for the black ccmmunity. He fought for 
Do, Now; took pbce at Grinnell Hall on the e\·eryone." 
SIUC campus. 
Here members of the Carbondale commu-
nity and surrounding areas socialized during 
Rtporttr ]mica l'orama can /u rtachtd at 
jyorama@dailycgyptian.com 
. Ro• l:AT LYONS• DAILY EGYPTJAN 
Wynne Davis, a fourth-grader at Winkler School, receives an award for her essay 
on Martin Luther King Jr:s dream of equality. There were more than 200 entries 
from students around the area, ranging from first to twelfth grade._: 
Both sides tight--lipped about faculty associations propq~al 
Ben Botkin 
Daily Egyptian 
With the SIUC administration reviewing 
the Faculty Association's proposal presented 
during last week's negotiations, the union is 
preparing for a possible strike as labor talks 
continue. 
The association's latest offer is a package 
proposal that co\·er~ more than one issue, said 
James Kelly, an associate professor and chair 
of the union's public information committee. 
He declined to elaborate on the proposal's 
specifics. 
Kelly said presenting proposals on several 
· issues in one package is a bargaining tactic 
both sides have taken ad\·antage uf. 
Because regressive bargaining is not 
allowed, presenting several issues at once is a 
way to force a compromise in a quid-pro-quo 
fashion.Ifsuchanagrcementisnotrcached/--.-'PlazaRccords:·' · -
1 
.. --;-,: ... 1 ' ·.:··has been in negotiatio~:S with th~ .. SIUC 
then the original single proposals -stiU1st:and. ·"'. ; ,Although the facu ty · rcinaifl!I . hopeful~ •. ~dministration since February 2002. 
"\Ve're in bargaining tactics now and that a strike is averted, planning for one is The union · recent If requested a 10.5 
that's why the bargaining team isn't releasing essential with the strike deadline of Feb. 3 percent salary increase during a two-year 
details; Kelly said. · fast approaching, Kelly said. period. . . 
Keliy would not say what issues arc linked "\Ve're organizing schedules. for picket· · The administration's latest propo5al is to 
together. He said presea.ting the union's ing," he said, "At this point, we have to match state dollan alloc:ited for faculty sala-
wish-list in this fashion is a way to give a prepare as if there's actually going to be a ries during the next three yean, providing an 
little on some issues in c."Cchangc for move• strike on Feb. 3." additional 1 percent in 2004, 1.25 percent in 
ment on others. Phones and computers arc now at the 2005 and 1.5 percent in 2006. 
The administration is still reviewing the headquarten, which the association. plam But the association has said that basing 
proposal, said Sue Davis, the University's to keep open on a regular basis for meetings, pay increases on state dollars that may not be 
executive director of media & communica- Kelly said. available is unpredictable. 
tion resources. Union members \"otcd in November on a Beyond salaries, the union says other issues 
She would not discuss the terms of the measure that allows l\lortcza Daneshdoost, . such as tenure, workloads and student/faculty 
:association's proposal and said negotiations the association's president, to call a strike on ratios arc of equal importance. 
will resume today at 11 a.m. Feb. 3 if bargaining teams ha,-cn't reached the · 
In the meantime, the faculty union is terms of the new contract. Rtporttr Btn Bet.tin 
preparing its headquarten - a storefront at The association, which represents a bu- tan ht r,achtd at 
825 S. Illinois Ave., the former location of gaining unit of almost 700 faculty members, bbotk.in@dailycgyptian.com 
King's legacy·lives on in Lowery, others who fought for.Civil Rights 
Dahleen Glanton 
Chicago Tribune 
ATLANTA, Ga. (KRTI - During 
much of the civil rights movement, the Rev. 
Joseph Lowery stood in the shadow of the Rev. 
.Martin Luther KingJr. 
Like many of the foot soldiers that marched 
and rallied in defiance of segregation laws in 
the South during the 1950s and 1960s, Lo\\-cry 
helped to bring the mm-cmcnt to the forefront 
of Americ:i's consciousness. Yet much of his 
work went unnoticed, O\'Cr.:hadowed by the 
memory of a belm'l:d martyr. 
On Monday, the nation celebrated King's 
7-lth birthday as a federal holiday. While many 
Americ:ins beliC\-c there would have been no 
national civil rights mm-cment without King, 
activists agree · that without people such as 
Lowery and others who were not in the lime-
light, the war on segregation could not have 
been won. 
When King needed someone · to deli\'cr 
the list of demands to Alabama Gov. George 
Wallace during the historic march from Sdma 
to Montgomery, he turned . to Lowery, a 
respected Methodist minister who had led loc:il 
protests in Alabama. When King W2S gaihering 
a group of ministen together in Atlanta to form 
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
_ the group that fucl~d the mO\'CJTlent _ Lowery 
c:ime up fro,m Mobile to become a co-founder.• 
AndwhenKingddi\-crcdhis"IHa\-caDream" for the People's Agenda, an Atlanta-based organiz.ation's mounting debt and in-fighting. 
speech in Washington, Lowery stood only a organiz.ation that assesses political c:1.ndidates At the time, the SCLC was Sl0,000 in debt 
_ fC\v feet away. and formulates an :igenda for black Americans, . and its chaptcn. and. affiliates had dwindled 
Following King's assassination in 1968, Determined to get )Uung people to the polls, from 11,000 to 400. ' 
Lowery was among those left to carry on the the coalition is close to registering 100,000 "(Lowery's) contribution was subst2ntial 
mission. For some, finding their own voice Georgians to \Ute in the 2004 elections, he from the beginning, but of counc Martin got 
was not easy. But Lcnvery rose to the forefront, said. more attention. If )'OU arc the president ~f the 
and ~5 years later, he is still fighting for the "We have an old saying that for C\'Cl)'Onc,· ... ~CLC, you arc the person the camera looks at 
economic parity and social justice that dudes \uting is a sacred right. But for us {blacks), it is _ i and the reporters t2lk to," said ShuttlCS\\urth, a 
many Americ:ins. a moral obligation. One our biggest problems is former Birmingham preacher who was one of 
"The civil· rights struggle is not o\-cr," getting )UUng people cncrgi?!=d," Lcnvcry said. the top organizcn of the civil rights movement. 
Lowery, 81, said in an interviC\v at his office "That kind of spiritual energy has to come from "No organiz.ation shook up the country like the 
on Auburn Avenue, once the hub of civil rights within. And the old people ha\-c failed to give SCLC in rhe early days. When Lowery became 
actMtics. "Some of us arc thing the dream, but our young people the kind of stuff they need to president, he helped to lift up our position 
most people, including whites, arc not. Today's light the fire in their belly. All we c:1.n do now is again." . . - _ . . ··. 
generation docs not have to worry about lunch stimulate and agimc.• - _ · As integration w:is achiC\-cd, he turned the 
countcn and sitting at the back of the bus. But An doquent speaker with a sharp sense of SCLC's attention tow:ird other issues such as 
they do ha\'C to deal with police brut2lity and humor, Lcnvcry tra\-cls across the country ddiv• • affirmati\-e · action, . black \'Oter registration, 
getting unjustly fired and abused at the \\urk- cringthcmcssagcthatbcganahalf-centuryago. apartheid in South Africa, AIDS edUC1tion 
place. fa-crything has change, and nothing has But now, he talks about voter registration, world and police brutality.· In 1997, after 20 yc:in 
changed." ~ and racial profiling. He has spearheaded as president, a term longer. than King's and 
In recent ycan, Lo\vcry has rccei\'Cd many economic agreements with Shoney's Restaurant Abernathy's combined, he turned the reins over 
honors. Ebony magazine named him one of :md the Publix grocery chain, and he instituted to King's son, Martin Luther King III. 
the nation's "15 Greatest Black Preachers• and a gun buy-back program that has tlke."1 more Looking back, Lowery said he is proud of 
the NAACP hailed him .as "dean of th: civil than 20,000 guns .:,ff the streets. ·. what the civil rights mm'CIIlent accomplished, 
rights mm-.:ment.• In addition, the Joseph E. He was vice prcs:dent of the SCLC from and for the role he played in it. But as a genera• 
Lowery Institute for Justice and Human Rights 1957 to 1967, during the time King was presi- tion of civil rights icons slowly dies out, Lowery, 
was est2blished at Clark Atlanta University, dent. But Lowery's most noted accomplishment who has been married· 56 years to his wife, 
an Atlanta street was named for him and the · was saving. the SCLC from financial· ruin· E\'elyn, is thankful that he is still able to _carry_ 
Atlant2 Public Schools system created a lecture after t:tlcing over its lcadcnhip in 1977, when on the woik that needs to be done. 
_series i~f.us.~o.nor. , .· , ...... , ... A!>cmathy,,who bttame prcs]~c:n(after,King'~ •• ;\ Ji~,l!e,x!~ •. J:i~.~~-~ ~-ql!½I?,,Y:'ti~Pg, l£ 
Today, l.o\\-cry heads the Georgi:: Coalition death, stepped down in fru•tration over the his mcmoin. 
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Thanks and pa:aise · to Martin Luther King Jr.; 
· · HANNAH SIMMONS -~DA,LY EGYPTJAN 
The M11rtin Luther King Jr. Community Choir brought the audience to its feet during the Fourth Annual Community Celebration 
of Martin Luther King Jr., Monday. The Carbondale Civic Center was filled with music, thanks and praises to King all afternoon. 
Paul Simon, director of SIUC's Public Policy Institute, was a guest speaker at the celebration. Simon reflected on the life of 
King. He touched on the importance of voting and the fight against poverty. The Rev. Rick Jackson, Bethel AME church, took an 
offering from the congregation. All funds will be sent to The King Center in Atlanta. The celebration came to an end with the crowd 
holding hands and ~inging "We Shall Overcome," followed by a dosing prayer by Rev. Albert Ingram, Jr., Olivet Freewill Baptist Church. 
SIU automotive receives large donation 
Honda plant gives engines 
valued at over $200,000 
Katie Davis 
Daily Egyptian 
The SITJC Automoti\·e Technology 
Department recei\'ed 60 engines last week 
from the Hond2 pb.nt in Troy, Ohio, the 
department's b.rgesr donation since gerting 
six cars from i\litsubishi la~t year. 
Honda Training Center manager Tim 
Jones, an SIUC alumnus, arranged f,,r the 
donation, \'alued at $229,400.Jones will ,·isit 
the campus Friday to evaluate what else the 
Honda Corp. can uo for the program. 
J.1ck .. Greer, department chair for 
Automoti\'e Technology, said companies 
..:,ften take an expressed interest in the 
program at SIUC, providing on a,·erage 
S300,000 in donations annuall\'. 
One of the engines, that of a'Honda NSX, 
a :nid-engine sports car, is worth $30,000. 
The whole car would be priced at more than 
Sl00,000. 
"It's important for the students to work 
on updated technology, and the companies 
know this," Greer said. "The newer the 
technology proYided, the better they'll be in 
the field." 
SIUC automoth·e students will take apart 
and reassemble each engine up to 10 times, 
at which point the bolts begin to wear out. 
Each of the program's i20 students will 
bemme familiar with at least two engines 
throe1ghout their academic careers. 
Greer said the students fill out 20-page 
packets of information about each particular 
engine. 
"Not many of the students end up as 
technicians, but in a wav, the\' must know 
the \'chicles better than the te~hnicians," he 
said. "They write the manuals, work with 
the technicians, and must depend on their 
knowledge of engine design." 
SIUC alumnus Neil Schwartz, head of 
parts for Toyota, also assisted the University 
in rccei\'ing a ·new Toyota Solara and Toyota 
RaY-4 in mid-NoYember. 
" It's imporumt for the snulrnts co work 
on updated technology ... The newer 
the technology provided, the beuer 
they'll be in che field." 
-Jack Creer 
department chair, AU:omoti-.-e Technology 
Greer said many times schools arc gi\·en 
cars that the company cannnt sell, such as 
show models, many of which are perfect, and 
buy-hacks that the company was unable to 
repair. Students use the cars for diagnostics 
and repairs, aiding them in the learning 
process. 
~Not many community members with 
new cars arc going to bring their cars here, 
where they ha\'e to pay for the parts when 
they can take it to a dealer and not pay that 
price," he said. ~\Ve depend on companies to 
receive \·chicles less than three years old.fl 
Reporter Katie Davis ran be rrached at 
kda\'is@dailyegyptian.com 
Workforce Education promotes field on big screen 
Attention brought 
to growing program 
Carrie Roderick 
Daily Egyptian 
and decided to place the older one, which is 
worth $14,999, in the hallwa,·. 
The monitor will sa\'e the department 
money in the long run by lessening the need 
to update brochures, which would cost more 
money than updating the TV disc, Reneau 
said. It will also sa,·e the time it takes to 
SIUC's \Vorkforce Educatioi. and write and reproduce thousands of brochures 
De\'elopment Department recently obtained and pamphlets, he said. 
a 61-inch recruiting tool. The tcle\·ision will play six ,!iscs featuring 
Last week, department members placed a various department activities, spe.:ializations, 
61-inch, flat-screen monitor on the second degrees, professors, majors and research for 
floor of Pulliam Hall between rooms 212 students. 
and 214. The television is still undergoing ~1 believe we don't promote the good 
rcnm'3tions and is expected to be fully func- things we do enough on campus," Reneau 
tional by the end of this week. . said. · 
Fred Reneau, professor and chairman for He said his inspiration invol\'ed industrial 
\Vorkforcc Education and Development, said parks. He said seeing the Kiosk· machines 
the television, which was previously used in • made him think to put the monitor in the 
\VED classrooms, was purchased with funds hall, where it could be accessible to students 
This new promotional tool will also show 
how the department's distance learning 
program is growing nationwide. The depart-
ment offers about 16 distance-learning 
programs. 
Arnold J'vlurdock, assistant professor in 
\Vorkforce Education and De\'elopment, 
said the monitor will provide many insights 
of the program to potential students think-
ing about entering the field. 
"I think it's a very good idea to introduce 
students to the latest technology," :Murdock 
said. "\Ve are \'cry active in our department 
in distance learning and we use that technol-
ogy quite a bit in ·there. \Ve purchased some 
Yery new equipment to help us with our 
distance learn:ng initiatives, and this is one 
of our efforts to introd:.ice studentl< ,o that 
type of technology." · 
generated through the department. The with undecided majors and the \'isiting · Rrpo_rterCarrieRodaidranhemzchedat 
department received another television set ·p~bli~ · _ • , _ .: . ::-:-:i·,~::..it;>t(,-: crod~~i;l--~d_ailyegrptian.com 
!..:-"-----""· ....,...;;·;;..:.,· .---·-· -·· ., -~~- -·-'-~"'~·•a--·, ,--;~t.:.,l;:~~~~;.....:;,.,a~-:1~'"'· ... ·-, 
Beginning ballroom dancing 
meets every Wednesday 
6:3~~~~~- ~~~~~~:i~1~ni~g~~m 
through Feb. 26 on the second floor of D:ivies H:if. 
For more information, contact Dianna Reusch at 
536-nSl. 
Swim team faces Southwest 
Missouri State Saturday 
The SIU men's and women's swim teams will 
compete against Soutlr.11est Missouri State Jan. 25 





will perform at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday. Tickets are 
S23 with a S6 d'JSCOunt for children 15 and younger. 
The box office is open weekdays, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
For more information, call 453-3379. 
Women's basketball 
plays ISU Wednesday 
SIU Women's Basketball will face Illinois State 
Wednesday at a time to be determined at the SIU 
Arena. Doors will be open one hour prior to tip oil 
Ad1J1ission is free ¼ith an SIU I.D .. 
Intermediate Ballroom 
Dancing meets Wednesdays 
Intermediate Ballroom Dancing for those who 
have taken The Waltz and West Coast Sv.ing will 
ili:gt~b~ :iG~~ W,;;~1ir:~'Ji ~:~~d:if. 
For more information, contact Dianna Reusch at 
S36-nSl. 
MFA exhibit previews 
student thesis projects 
The MFA preview exhibit is being shcwm 
through Sunday at the University Museum, South 
Hal~ South One. The exhibit gives MFA students 
graduating. during 2002-2003 an opportunity '.o 
exhibit at l~ast one work as a f review to their thesis 
exhibit. A variety of media wil be represented.. 
NEWS 
Meeting with North 
Korean leader left 
Russian envoy optimistic 
Michael Zielenziger & 
Michael Dorgan 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
that the United States was prepared 
t:l offer a "bold initiath·,t of aid, 
including perhaps energy assistance, 
if Pyongyang walks back from the 
SEOUL, South Korea (KRT) confrontational Jpr.roach of. the 
- ,\ Russian diplomat held six past few months. l .S Ambassador 
hoUts of talks with North Korean Thomas Hubbanl said new aid was 
leader Kim Jong II on Monday and . possible, "if they satisfy our concerns 
said he was optimistic about a pe .. ct"- about the nuclear programs.• 
ful resolution of the North Korean In Beijing, U.S. Undersecretary 
weapons crisis. c,f State John Bolton said Monday 
Russian Depur,· Foreign Mini,.ter after meetinb,s with Chir.cse offi-
Alcxander Losyuko\' presented ',(im dais that he bclievec.l that China 
\yi1h a three-part proposal: a plcdg-: . would support tough a~tions by the 
~y North Korea to honor its previous U.N. Security Council to punish 
commitment to remain nuclear-free; Pyongy:mg for stepping out of its 
a guarantee of North Korea's future . •agreement, not, to produce nuclear 
security and sovereignty; and materials: : 
humanitarian and economic aid. . . Bolton s..'J the International 
The talks coi:ld be the first sign of Atomic Energ1 Agency later this 
a possible breakthrough in a standoff week is expected to refer the North 
between Pyongyang and\ Vashington Korea cri5is to the Security Council, 
O\"Cr nuclear weapons that has put all which could c:ill for economic sanc-
ofNortheast Asia on edge. tions or military action. 
The Russian envoy emerged from Bolton, undersecretary of state 
the talks in Pyongyang anJ told the for arms control and international 
Russian IT AR-Tass security, said the United 
news agency, one of States concluded that 
the few foreign news the IAEA, the U.N. 
organizations operat- nuclear watchdog, has 
ing in the isolated dcnc _all it can to try 
North Korean capital, to bring North Korea 
that the meeting was ;nto compliance with 
0 \'cry substanti,•c" and international agree-
the atmosphere "very ments. North Korea 
warm." Mtt;;,~9&.!M has ignored two IAEA 
•~Ioscow is opti- =;;;.;.,,,;..;;....:::....,.....,;u resolutions.Itistimefor 
mistic that a solution to the Security Council to 
the crisis around North Kim Jong II take over, Bolton said. 
Korea can be found The council has a 
through peaceful means," he said. range of options to put pressure on 
He di,I not disclose details, but said North Korea, Bolton said. "The 
more talks were needed. issue we face now is fin.Jing the best 
The United States welcomed the mechanism," he said. , 
Russian initiati\'e. The Bush admin- North Korea, which has a mil-
istration has said that China, Russia lion-man army and missiles that can 
and other countries should work reach anywhere in South Korea and 
with the United States to convince most places in Japan, has warned 
Pyongyang to back down from its loudly that economic sanctions 
threat to produce nuclear weapons. would mean war. 
North Korea is belic\'ed to ha\·e Ilolton said sending the m:ittcr to 
as many as two crude nuclear wcap- the Security Council would not nec-
ons already.· In a 1994 agreement it cssarily mean sanctions, hinting that 
promised to end its nuclear weapons the United States would_ propose 
programs in cxcha11gc for help in something less, at least initially. 
meeting its energy needs. But in One option, Bolton said, would 
October North Korean officials tuld be for Security Council members 
J U.S. diplomJt that their country to appro,·c a statement calling on· 
had restarted a uranium-enrich- North Korea to freeze its nuclear 
ment program, a ,·iolation of the weapons program. A unanimous 
1994 agreement. resolution "would be a way of show-
The crisis cscabted as Pyongyang ing North Korea that it is completely 
kicked out U.N. nuclear inspcc- imlatcd," he said. 
tors, remo\'ed sur\'eillance cameras China has criticized the Bush 
and took seals off a nuclear plant administr.&tion's ~pproach to North 
at Yongbyon that was suspected Korea as too harsh, but shares 
of producing weapons-grade plu• \ Vashington's desire for a nuclear 
tonium. North Korea then said it weapons-free Korean peninsula. 
would pull out of the Nuclear Non- Bolton and Assistant Secretary 
Prolifcraticn l!""aty, a global pact to of State James Kelly, who vis-
prevent the spread of nuckar arms. ired Beijing .earlier this month, are 
The Russian en,'Oy was the first beliC\·cd to have urged the Chinese 
foreign diplomat to meet with Kim to apply more pressure on North 
since the crisis began. Russia and Korea. China is North Korea's 
North Korea still enjoy cordial rela- longtime friend and benefactor. 
tions: Kim has visited Russia twice Bolton said that the United 
in recent years ar:d Vladimir Putin, States and China ha\'c not reached 
the Russian president, has made agreement on how to eliminate 
three trips to l')'Ongyang. North Korea's nuclear programs 
Over the weekend, officials in "in an irreversible and \'crifiablc . 
Seoul and \Vashington signaled manner.w· 
It's good to be in the... . . 
DoG HoUSE 
The Daily Egyptlan's Dawg House Is Carbondale:s_·. 
. . : premier. Internet guide to rental property:':· 
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Captain Sandra Katherine Whittington, J.D, of Murphysboro, speaks Saturday at the 62nd Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sororitf Founders' Day at New Zion Baptist Church of Carbondale. Whittington was 
o_nP of the first s~udents to receive a scholarship from the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority in 1983. 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority 
celebrates 62nd Founders' Day 
Community 
members gathe·r 




\Valker taught at Attucks 
Grade School and. Lincoln Junior 
High School for 30 years until 
. her retirement in 1975. Currcrtly 
she is a full-time partner with her 
husband in ownership of Jackson 
Funeral Home. 
Peoclc who attended ihc c\·cnt 
had ~sith'C things to say about 
\Valkcr and her contributions to 
the community. 
"Thelma Gibbs Walker 
Eunice Garrett, dressed in all was a woman of strength." said 
black and draped with an cxtrava- Elizabc:h Lewin, superintendc_nt of 
gantly decorated pink and green C:ubondalc district No. 95 schools. 
scarf approached the podium inside· · "She s.howed courage in the midst 
the New Zion Missionary Baptist offcar." 
Church to sing "Lift fa-cry Voice" Thu year the sorority's academic 
Saturday as part of a celebration awanl is named "The Thelma Gibbs 
for the 62nd Founders Day for the Walker Scholarship." It will be used 
Alph:a Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. to contr:butc to the success ot col-
The overall theme of the C\'Cnt lcgc-bound high school seniors. 
,vas "Inspired ~linds a::d Hopeful One of the first recipients 
Hearts" the slogan for Alpha of an AKA scholarship, Sandra 
Kae_pa Alpha Sorority Inc. Whittington of Murphysboro, gave 
This year it honored the only a motivational keynote address. 
living member of the original \Vhittington received the 
Gamma Omega Chapter; Thelma scholarship in 1983 and attended 
Gibbs \Valkcr. \Valkcr, along the University of Notre Dame. 
with ten oth:r women, helped At the end of her freshman )'Car 
chancr the Gamma Kappa Omega she enlisted in the U.S. Air Force 
Chapter of A.K.A. Sorority in and then transferred to SIUC. 
March of 1941. She rccch'Cd a bachelor's degree in 
" The first seep for me 
was going to college. College 
motfoaces you co be more 
than )'OIi et·er thought 
J011 c01iltl be., , 
- Sandra \1/hittingtan 
sociology, graduating jn 1QQ4, She 
then attended the SIU School of 
Law and graduated in 1997 in the 
top thin! of her class. 
Today, Whittington is the 
Eastern Circuit Defender for the 
Arca Defense Cou.nsel for the Air 
Force Legal Services at Scott Air 
Force Base. 
\Vh:ttington said the scholar-
ship was significant to her because 
it is an example of organized con-
tribution by the black community. 
"The first step for me was 
going to college," said Sandra 
\Vhittington. "College motivates 
)'OU to be more than you c,·cr 
thought )'OU could be.-
Rrportrr .tlngt!Johmon 
can hr rtadJed at 
ajohnson@dailyegyptian.com 
~ 
'Now Vnder 'New Ownershfo ~ 
fo111er owner of the creen Day Span In st Louis, MO. 
· . 0AY5PA 
Hiring: 
Hair Designers • Esthetician • M_assage Therapist • ·Nail Tech 
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OUR WORD 
Protesters ·need 
to see gray 
Forn·-thrcc Soutl1cm lllinois residents went to 
\\7ashirigron, D.C., this weekend to protest the war in 
Iraq. It might not snunr.l like big news, but for our X or Y 
generations, demonstrating anything but apathy is a major 
event. 
The DAILY EGYPTIA:- applauds this action. \Ve have 
always encouraged students and residents alike to get out 
there and get invoh·ed. \Vhile our generations haven't had 
much to protest, as our parents· did, war in Iraq (or am•-
whcrc for that matter) is something that has the potential 
to affect each indh•idual in this countn·. \Ve arc thrilled to 
sec that people recognize this. • · 
Ilut while we encourage activin· versus passh·itv, we 
don"t encourage people to believe "in anrrhmg blindly, 
something: demonstrated by some of the S0CJ,000 people in 
the nation~ ~-apital. 
No one wants to sec our own young men come home 
in a body bag. But the world is m;t black and white. It's 
not just \,-ar or no war. h's the fight for what's ri_,ght, and 
while there are tiiosc who say we shouldn't butt 111, such as 
the case with Vietnam, what about the times we don"t butt 
in? Arc we, the most powerful country in the world, to let 
thousands kill each otber in R\\-anda: Our freedom gives 
us great rcsi?o.nsibility to the world, and to oursch·cs .is the 
voters and cmzcns. 
EDITORIAL BOARD 
Mollv p.,,..,. SaminthiEdmonJson Jmniftr w·,: 
Enm'>!;-L>a-Qun MAN,rn.'IOEl'ITl1'! \bicr.sEl•n"' 
llnul BnmJ>nna S.ni llooku !Im Botkin !Muina Dailin,: 
As.•1$TAITT\\"':r.sElltnl!l OnEl>rroR C..<M."SEl~n"' sn .. ml.lltEPm,. 
Michael Brtnnet Motntaf.a AvaJ GJT;: Ci~ 
S!\~ts Et>l:Tl"'i1: N[";l."SR.n.nt RtntE..:.f.NTAmT Nru~l--."'-t Rl111£5£?.ffATI\1: 
1i, contnct the DAILY EoYl'TIAN editorial board, cnll 618-536-331 I ext. 261 
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\Vhen addressing w:ir, we address num<:rous issues 
- too numerous to It.mp those 500,0(,() people together 
as one voice. For while many protest war, some protest the 
ccom,mic ramifications of \;-;ir on o..ir financial resources. 
Some_protest ~he racism or terrorism that war might insti-
gate. Hut when the thrc;.t of nucicar annihilation 1s added, C:ff the decision for or against war becomes very gray 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
Tl,c,· call for di~rnssion and dialo.L,'Ut. \Ve aw.cc. But 
F'art of dialogue mc,ins listening to the other side, which 
thev refuse to do. Th~y view it onlv as the black and white 
issue of war being wrong. America is about choice, but 
the beauty of that is the chance to listen to more than one 
viewpoint. The melting pot created in this countn• should 
be taken ad,·antagc of, not ignored. • 
Those who tr.n-cled to protest claim to love America. 
American ideab arc about different oeinions, and about 
the right to protest those opinions and dcmonsrrate them · 
through rallies ~nd flag burning. However, while we feel 
the choice to burn the fla" is an important part of being 
American, those who pusted rcacc this weekend are not 
producing altcma•.c solutions. Some showed their dis-
co:itent by urinating on fla!!s, builJings and on the ~s. 
\\•hen critiral of our gm·cm1Y1cnt, it is our responsibility 
to \'Ote and speak with our representati~·es. 
That·s how dcmociacy works. lf e\·cn· one 
of those 500,000 people had voted in the 
last election, we miglit be talking about a 
different prt>,ident and they might not have 
to rrotcst at all. 
Pedng on the 
American flag doesn't 
relieve anything but 
your blaJder. They're willing to stand out in the 
cold for two da\'S and risk arrest to listen 
only to people ,vho also pretest \\.lr. But 
what about the soldiers who arc willin~ to stand up and 
risk their )i\·es in the name of freedomt These protesters 
would not have the right to protest for long if there were 
no! those willing to lose their liw:s in favor of that choice. 
And do they not wish that freedom of choice for others? 
ln Iraq, citizens haYc two choices: Saddam Hussein or 
Saddam Hussein. These P.rotcsters are against Bush, but 
at least they iiad the privilege of :::hoosing him over several 
candidates. 
The Daily Egyptian does not advo::ate war, but we can-
not discount it without weighing all the issues. 'We simply 
ask that those protesting truly understand all sides, not 
.i!,i~t the moral problems with war. Disagree in public, yes. 
Please continue to protest, write letters to your representa-
tives in ~ongress and in the V/hitc House. \Ve appreciate 
thc_pas~1on. 
But peeing on the American flag or the \Vhitc House 
lawn doesn't relieve anything but your bladder. The threat 
of war is still there. 
QUOTE OF THE DAY 
'G People de~and freedom of speech to make up fof the freedom 
of thought which they avoid.'·' 
· Reality television needs to go 
Matt Sussman · fun of the people on them." Now why would you do 
The BG Ne\'\IS (U-llllire) that? Why would anyone gi,·e l\vo licks about some 
schmuck they ha,·e nC\·cr met, nor "ill C\'CT meet? 
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio -Webster's 
Dictionan· defines "m,moronb as "a name mu called 
somcbod}; in fourth grade right after English class, 
when you discon,red a word that conuined the 
word 'moron.- Once that got old, it simply meant, 
"a phrase that contradicted itsel£" Some of my 
fa'Orites are "military intelligence," "pretty uglf and 
"rap music." One of my least fa\'Orites is "n::ility · fV," 
namdy because I don't Glre to watch it, although 
I end up watching it du~ to peer pressure, as my 
mends lo,·c it for some reason. 
RcaJity D' is more of a misnomer than an m.J-
moron. \ \'hat they want )'OU to think is that reality 
t~I,,vision is based upon rea1 people witl1 real emo-
tions. 
This whole n::ility TV carousel staned with 
~sunivor," a show where contcst:lnts would compete 
for a million dollars by eating the most worms. It 
was a great idea, and several people watched it. 1 did 
enjoy the challenges, ll13inly bcause it reminded me 
of"Super Sloppy Double Dare" for adults. 
\Vhat really disinterested me, which later became 
the crux of n::ility television, were tl1e 24-hour cam-
eras. If a contestant broke do\\n :md cried, or started 
chC\,ing 0•11 his or her competition, it would be 
caught on tape, edited to the produccr·s whims and 
sold as a cheap substitute for a well-written script. 
Afier "Sun-n-or," only C\1'1)' other channd 
wanted thcin-crsion of n::ilityTV. To name C\'ery 
show would take up the entire Opinion section. 
\\'hat's worse are the so-called dating shows, like 
"Elimidate" and "DistTUssed."This is where tdC\i-
sion de-e\'Olved. It became so bad that the prize was 
no longer a million clams, but merely "each other." 
1o top it off, the people on these show, are 
generally white trash {or trash of any other race, I'm 
not being selectn-e), :md most likdy b=k up two 
weeks after the show. By the way, ifl offended }'OU.. 
by calling them white crash, I'll tone it down. People 
who go on these shows are nothing hut big, stupid, 
OX}moroas. 
People say that th.:y watch these shm,-s to "make 
I've got too many mends to make fun of around 
here! If you know me, and you know my friends, 
you'll understand from where I'm coming. Once 1 
sufficiently tease my buddies on campus, then maybe 
l'll considering tackling the ir.dhiduals I don·t kn . . ,:. 
Do you know whu type of television 1 enjoy~ 
RealityTV·s humble predecessor, the game show. 
Like ~Snrvivor," they have real people, and a host. 
There is also a cash prize. Thankfully, unlike 
"Sunivor," "American Idolt and "TI1e J\fole," the 
contestants keep their emotions to themseh·cs. 
TI1at's the lcicker. 1 don't know these people, and 1 
couldn't care less how the losers react. 
Imagine w:.tching the "Price is Rightt and the 
old lady \\ith the funny name stans ranting because 
she didn't correctly guess the price of the dinette 
set. "Those dining sets aren't that expensi,·e," she 
might angrily Sa}; "1 don't i:,·en need a dinii.g tahlc. 
Tiit!J• didn't want me to have it. Therjust wanted 
to give that attr.1cth-e ro-ed the trip to Canc,111. I · 
trusted her and she stabbed me in the back." 
0
Ibere 
isn·r a cure for reality TV. Not with the networks 
continuing to chum out e,·erything from ":3oo• 
Camp" to "B~chelorettes in Alaska." FOX i:ven 
took it a step further, with thcir new ,rear, "Joe 
Millionaire." · 
Apparently they ha,·c run out of good ideas, so 
now they have just decided to lie to the contestants. 
1\-Jaybe you just need some suggestions of similar 
shows where the contestants aren't grilled off-stage. 
How about "An.erican Gladiators?"The reruns of 
those are always fun to watch, especially bcc:111se 
they invoh·e NFL legend Lany Csonka. Another 
one is "I10n Chef," found on the Food Network, 
where two Chinc:5e chefs ha,·c a cook-off. There 
are no oxymorons backstage pouring th~ir hearts 
out. It's simply good, old-fashioned, and unathletic 
competition. And remember to help contrcl the pet 
population. Have your pets spayed or neut=d. _ 
Thrse vi=s do 110/ 11«marily nftrct thou ef tlx DAlll' 
Em:7'17AN. , 
WORD~, OVERHEARD 
'' If these warht.·.K's prove to be the acrual thing ... then that goes a long 
way to gt:iting the Bush administration what they· want, which is getting 
intcmaticinal legitimacy.,' , 
Soren Aabye Kieri<egaard 
Danish philosopher 
ScottMcdurg 
assistant professor in pafrtiul science 
on the empty .•rarheads louri~ in Iraq 
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COLUMNISTS 
The therapy of snow Ethics vs. Ethics 
I guess I am what you would ell a 
non·tradition:tl student. I'm 26 years 
old and from Ohio with a couple 
semesters left on my sentence. It 
seems the older I get the mon: things 
change and the less spontaneous and 
energetic I become. Don't get me 
wrong; I am a \'Cl)' spontaneous per-
son, and for those who know me you 
an: probably finding it hard to bcliC\'C 
that I could C\'Cr be without energy. . 
The truth is I will always be energetic, 
but C\'l:1}' )'Car I lose an ounce or two of 
. my go-juice. 
With or without a high energy 
IC\'CI I fir:-i my lifestyle h~ oom• 
pletdy changed and I ha,-c \'Cntured far 
enough dmm the road of life to tum 
my inner child into a distant figure 
w:ning in the past. It is rare these days 
· for me to tum and look at that little · 
boy whose ima&nation and dreams 
\\'CIC the building blocks of the present 
man I ha\'C become. It is so easy to get 
Piattology 
BY ]ACK PIATT 
pia11oloi:y<ityahoo.com 
mr illl3gination gor an image of snowy 
hills flashed through my mind. Snow 
sledding! 
\Ve rushed to the thcate: t,J stop 
another friend \\'C wen: supposed to 
meet then: from buying a ticket. As 
The matter ofinterest in this article 
was sparkied by the recent human don• 
ing claims of"Clonaid,• an affiliate group 
of the Radian Sect and the subsequent 
moral debates that it engendered in the 
• media and 'society at large. I am hen: 
not ooncm;ed with the complexity of 
the problems raised by such an activ-
ity although I ,-chcment!y oondemn it. ' 
· Rather, this state of affairs brings to light 
an interesting )'Cl sad phenomenon that I 
ha\-c termed a "hicrarchization" - allmv 
me the neologism - of moral concerns 
when:by some an: gn-cn a priority of 
reflection and attention while others an: 
not. It is ob\ious that human cloning, . 
abortion and the death penalty promote a 
v.uiety of moral questions worth discuss-
ing, however, thetc exists current cxtraor• 
dinary human plights that raise equally 
important moral matters nonetheless 
m-crlooked by the media and ac:ademia. 
I am hen: referring to the plight 
City of 
Geopolitics 
BY YED ANIKPO 
nrw_a(rikan@cxci1c.com 
Europe, why not Africa? . 
Well, I don't find the face of guilt in 
Washington as many might ruspcct, rath-
er I find it within the walls of Academia, 
tcpn:scntah\'CS of the intellccrual elite 
c:iught up in work, 
school and life in 
We met another friend, general. Sometimes it 
,,-c arm-cd he was just walking into the 
theater. I jumped out of the car and ran 
inside just as he was reaching the ticket 
counter. It fdt like I was in a mmie 
when: I had to stop someone from get• 
ting on an airplane. I yelled across the 
room to him "don't buy a ticket!" The 
teller looked at m, like I was aazy, and 
as I illl3ginc: the look on my face I can't 
say I blame her. 
of the peoples of the so-clled "Third 
\Vorld" or as Frantz Fanon put it, the 
"Wretched of the Earth." I want to focus 
on the immense economic and social gap 
beMccn the North (USA, EU.Japan) 
and the South. (Africa, Latin America 
and parts of Asia) Half ofhumarul); thn:c 
billion people li\-c in poverty, mon: than 
of the oountry; prompt at addressing 
W\'Cl'SC moral questions )'Ct unwilling to 
look at the most crucial plight of this 
age- most notably the North-South 
divide and the inadequacy of America 
and the global North's response; Do \\'C 
not take pride in the justice of our de-.· 
academic institutions? Or \\ill the reader 
echo and \'alidate the oonccm expressed 
by Adeimantos' behalf and seriously 
unsettle the \'l:1}' moral traditions upon 
which Western cnilization rests. Should 
there be mon: than one class of humans? 
I thought this question had been dealt 
with. 
bought some sleds and is good therapy to just 
cl cl f ed . close your C)'CS and 
l\ly friend, \vanting an explanation, 
thinking something terrible had hap-
pened also looked at me like I was crazy 
when I told him the reason I stormed 
into the theater )-clling like a madman 
was because ,,-c were going snmv sled-
ding. And that is exactly what we did 
resse as i enter get lost in a memory. 
into an Arkansas most Remembering special 
eligible bachelor ~~::~~e[~:ry 
competion. ~;;~;;:i:~:~~ ... until almost 2 a.m. \Ve met another 
friend, bought some sleds and dn:sscd 
a third Ii\ -c in total misery, 800 million 
suffer from starvation, one billion remain 
illiterate, 15 billion lack drinkable water 
and l\\'O billion li,-c without dcctricil)·. 
Some Southern African oountries like 
Zimbabwe and Botswana an: so affected 
by the AIDS crisis thatby2010 their 
m-crall population \\ill be reduced by half. 
In sub-Saharan Africa, 5,500 people die 
from AIDS C\'CI)' da); twice the number 
of \ictims in 9/11. One should be aw~n: 
that the statistics alone, howC\-cr alarm-
ing, do not capture the depth of human 
\Ve h:ave been ought in the uneasy 
postutc of one oontemplating his mvn 
na\-cl hoping for a "Clonaid" \'Cl'Sion of 
oncsclf.1ll!le is nC\"Cr on our side and it 
has long come for us academicians to do 
justice to the "Wretched of the Earth" WolT)~frcc after noons--ha,'Cn't had too manv of them 
late!): No matter hmv much f= time 
you hm )'l>Ur brain's security will 
always break do,m and let in unsa\'Ory 
charact.:rs. Work, bills, projects, n:la· 
tionshi~ ..• it gets in and the list goes 
on. 
as if entered into an Arkansas most 
eligible bachelor competition. Then \\'C · 
went in search of big snowy hills. 
or be assured thC)· will seek their own. 
It is our dllty as fellmv human beings to 
generate mon: interests and discussions 
about the many and complex facets of 
this inhuman oondition. For example, 
This past weekend something dif· 
fcn:nt happened, I was hanging out at 
my friend's hoiue watching the Saluki 
basketball game with no plans for the 
night. I had spent the majority of the 
day doing an exciting fcY• loads oflaun· 
dry and after the game I had reached 
the height of boredom. 
I'm sun: many people had a great 
time at Carboz this \\'CCkend or Jt some 
party, but I was eating snow for hours 
and slamming into trees and rocks, and 
it was \\'Ondcrful. It was just wh:at the 
pediatrician orden:d. l.a)ing then: on 
the bottom of a snow-cm-crcd hill with • 
my hands froun and my back hurting, 
I sta.-cd into the sky at a full moon and 
I felt rr.on: alive than I can reach to 
remember. 
I looked bJck to sec if my inner 
child was still \\':1\ing in the dis~cc, 
but failed to find him then:. He was 
racing dmm the side ofhill, snow kiss· 
ing him on the face, laughing the whole 
waydmm. 
. suffering; 
, . • · In contrast, the North enjoys unp=.1-
lcled IC\-cls of social wclfan: and economic 
prospctit): America alone accounts for 
mon: than 40 percent of the world's 
,,-c:tlth. Yet, the sole remaining super-
J)O'\'Cr is missing the "story," turning its 
back when it's time to act as a leader. It 
a professor \\ith moral integrity and 
professional crcdibilil)'. oo·.iid sponsor 
a rote curriculum oourse required for 
all to take exposing the collection of 
theories attempting to make sense out 
of the North/South di\ide crisis. Former 
U.S. Senator and Public Policy Institute 
Director Paul Simon at SIU is the perfect 
candidate for such a noble emlca\'Or on 
our side of academia. 1n the end, through 
acti\ism, ocr nC\,found oonccrns will 
reach the larger populace and ultir:u:dy 
be expressed in puliticil and mon: practi· 
cl terms for the betterment and honor of 
all mankind. 
We had decided to go catch a 
mmie when it hit me. I was going to 
mm-c from my friend's oouch to a scat 
in a mmie theater thus accomplish· 
ing nothing but :i change in seating 
arrangements. I was still doomed to 
planting my behind on a scat of some 
kind with my C)'CS glued to a scrccn of 
some sort. Somewhere in bel\\'CCn a 
memory a.,d a thought of "when: did 
Adolf and Dubya? 
DEAR EDITOR: 
Twcrdkdwn and Twttdledtt 
1933: ,\Jolph Hitkr is •ppoinrcd 
Chana:Ilor of Germany by Praidcnt 
Hindenburg 
2000: George W. Bush is •ppointcd 
Praidcnt of the United States bv -~ 5/4 
Supmne Court. • 
Adolph bums the R.:ichst>g parlia· 
mcntbuilding. 
Gcor,;c W. desccntcs the 
W,<hingt,,n M.ill. 
Adolph builds the \\'tdd's mightiot 
war machine. 
Gcor,;c W. builds the world's mighi-
iot w:ir machine. 
· ·Adolph imsulcs Pobnd. Panmn 
ttSist.lncc. 
Pi.,ttologyappttm Tunday1.Jad: 
is a uniar in adwrtuing. His 't'UWS Jo 
not :mmarily rtjlttt thou of tlx D.m.Y 
Emnu.v. 
is worth noticing that America only allo-
cates 0.1 percent of their GDP to foreign 
aid. R.C. Longworth in his NC\v York 
limes pic.:e, "The quiet end of the Cold 
War; talkc:d about the l\larshall Plan and 
points out that U.S. pown; when wisely 
used, can be beneficial at rcoonstruct· 
ing nari:ins whose peace and prosperity 
ha\-c been damaged. Ifit can be done for 
City of Ctopclitia af¥tm Tuntfa;'S. 
YtJ is a smiar ir pclitw:1 mm.t. His w.:,'1 
Jo not ntrmari/y rtjlttt the~ oft« DAILr 
Ec-rnuv. 
LETTERS 
George w. inv:adcs Afghanistan. 
Panmn ~istancc. 
Adolph invad..-s Russi.a. Blood for 
blood. 
Docs George W, im-.de Iraqi Blood 
for oil? 
OarkAshby 
Profcwr Emni11a,pt,,n1 Nology 
Bush not to blame 
DEAR EDITuR: 
Philosophy professor Randy Auxier 
and bbck sruilics director Joseph. 
Bto\\11 recently bashed Republican 
Proident George Bush for rhe pro-
spccti,-c war wirh Iraq. Bush is not 
a thrnt to SIU srudents, hut there ' · 
>n: two po!iticians who arc. They >n: 
Democrats Charles Rangel and John 
Conycn,_ both of whom wish to bring 
back the draft. 
Herb RIISSell 
SJU,Jumnw. Ou6anJ,,k 
Disney far from hell 
DEAR EDITOR: 
According to Abigiil Wheetley"• 
"Di10ey trip from hell," we an J.SSUme 
that she was more th.in misfomm1te 
in her trip to the Wondaful World of 
DisnC"f Forrururdy, she is an exception. 
as the millions of people who mit Walt 
Disney World each year pn:rvc. ,'u for 
me, 1 ha,-.: nnu had a bul time in the 
READERCOMMENTARY 
bod of Mickey. So much so, that, after 
going to Disney World b.st spring with 
my family, and sc,:ing tl,e excitement 
2nd fun iny 7- and 1 ·yca,-old boy, 
had, 1 <1jdn"t think twice obout where 
""' were supposed to go i,, the summer 
and winter breaks - Disney World, of 
counc! 
And so thought rhc crowd that· 
decided to spend the New '\'i::ir's E,-.: in 
one of the Disney parks; both the l\'2gic 
Kingdom •NI Epcr,~ were .,,]d out for 
the last d.tyofthe year! Of ccursc, )'OU 
ha,-.: 10 rcalitt that Disney World is 
not the pbcc to go with a sick funily 
member, nor is anywhere else in the 
world -your best bet is to take him to 
a hospiul, and stay home, so other lads 
don"rgct as sick! 
Rosa Pinheiro 
Cu&m.l.:krm.lml 
• L!:.TIEkS AND COLUMNS must be typewrittc:11, . 
double- spaced and submitted with author's ph:ito · 
ID. All letters arc limited to 300 words and guest ·' ~· 
• LE"ITERS taken b" e-mail (eJitore'siu.edu) 
and fax (453-82445. 
• Bring letters and guest columns to the 
DAILY EGYPTIAN nc;wsroom, Communications 
· · Building Room 1247. 
columns to 500.words. Any topi.:s arc accepted. • ,· 
All arc subject to editing. ·, • 
. . . 
• \Ve rcser\'e the right to not publish any letter or 
column. . 
• Phone number needed ('lot for publi~ation) 
to verify authorship. SllJDE.vrs must include 
year and majot. FAct1LTY must include rank 
and department. NON-ACADEMIC STAFF 
include position and department. On!ERS -
include author's hometown. · 
. - ~ ... .. : . ,. ....... - - -- ....... · .·• '..: .: .. 
.• Th~ CAI!.Y EGYFTIAN wdcomes all 
. content suggestions. · 
• Letters and columns do not r,eccssarily.rctlect 
, - the views of the DAILY EGYPTIAN. ·. '· 
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FAMU to play in-Battle ofthe,Bartds 
Andrew Dunn 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. 
(KRT) - In an example of life 
imitating Jrt, the Florida A&l\1 
University Marching 100 arc pre-
paring for a battle of the bands at 
Atlanta's Georgia Dome. 
FAl\lU·s band had a big influ-
C":Ke on the hit movie "Drumline," 
in which the fictitious Atlanta A&T 
University competes with other col-
lege bands for a cash prize. Unlike 
• the movie, FAl\lU ·won't actually be 
competing. The "battle" in Atlanta 
on Jan. 25 is an exhibition of eight 
marching bands from historically 
black colleges and uni\1:rsities. Each 
one will receive $10,000 for partici-
pating in the show. 
Still, Director Julian White said 
preparing the Marching 100 for,a 
narionalh· tcle\-iscd e,,:nt such as 
the Hon"da Battle of the Bands is 
like preparing a football team for 
a big game. He said the group is 
practicing constantly on marching 
fundamentals and sound quality. 
•You've got to really ha,·c those 
three 1\l's in place perfectly_ the 
musk, the marching and the mental 
aspects,- he said. "We think when 
we can have those three M's in 
place, we can ha,,: any audience of 
an\·size." 
'White said the similarities 
berv,1:en FAMU's trip to Atl,mta 
and the movie arc onlv coincidental 
MIME EWEN - TALLAHASSE DEMOCRAT CKRTI 
Florida A&M University's sophomore Tracee Ballard strikes a Rattler pose as she helps to lead the bass drums during reh~arsal for 
an upcoming battle of the bands at Atlanta's Georgia Dome. 
since the film and the battle were Jason Price, a junior percussionist 
planned separately. But he said the for the Marching 100, SCT\'l:d as a 
mo\-ie definitely will help attract drumming double for actor Nick 
more national attention to the Cannon, the star of"Drumline: 
event. · · "The movie has some real parts 
freshman percussionist Devon 
Miles. The character, portra)'l:d by 
Cannon, was a little more rebellious 
than your average student, she said, 
but the movie did a good job of 
showing · the relationship between 
younger students and upperclass-
amount of time the band would ha,,: athletic conferences for historically 
been needed in Atlanta was one black schools. FAMU .was chosen, 
problem. But he also said the band by other band directors, . athletic 
had a philosophical problem with directors and university presidents, 
the part they would have played in to represent the Mid-East Atlantic 
the movie. "--, _ Conference. "I thought it was an excellent to it," Price cid. "But what you're 
movie," he said. "And, of course, the going to sec in Atlanta (on) Jan. 25 Charles Bing, associate director·' Right now, White said he's not 
influence of FAMU could be seen is the real thing." . ., 
in and throughout the production. He said FAl\lU's superior 
The marching st}ic, the selection marri,,ng, dancing, music, sound 
of music, basically comes from the and precision is what sets it apart 
Florida A&M repertoire." from an}1hing a movie can rcpro-
The movie's production te.im duce. That will be apparent at the 
hired Don Roberts to sen,: as the Georgia Dome, he said. 
film's technical ad,·iser. Roberts, a · "You're going to feel it," he said. 
high school band director in Atlanta, "You're going to sec it. You're going 
is a graduate of FAMU and a pro- to hear it. It's all there." 
me~Like 'in*ihe end (of the m.;..ie), 
he realized that tr.ere \\'l:rc things 
he could learn from them," she said. 
"And you realize that )'OU arc here 
to learn and they're here to teach us 
because they've been where }'OU'vc 
been." 
of bands, elaborated. sure what the band will do for its 
"I suggested that 1ve not partici- nine-minute performance'. " " ' · 
pate in the movie," he said. "And I One thing that is for sure is senior 
did it because of the overall script. trombonist Genleah Crawford will 
The script w:is i;oing to ha,,: us as sing the gospel song "Order My 
losers not winners. And we take Steps" as she did at the governor's 
pride in spreading thC' word that inaugural prayer breakfast this 
in ou1 minds we arc the best thing month. She sai.: ;he's not too con-
around." cerned about all eyes at the Georgia Many have wondered why 
FAMU was not actually in the 
movie as were other schools such as 
Grambling Universityand Bethune-
Cookman College. White said the 
\Vith the exception of the three Dome being on her. 
tcge of\Villiam Foster, who started Freshman piccoloistJana \Valker 
the show·st)ie marching tradition at · said she could identify a little bit 
the school more than 50 years ago. with the movie's main character, 
host bands from Atlanta, the other "It's not how big the crowd is, it's 
schools going to the Honda band how many people's hearts arc bdng 
showc:isc represent the different touched," she said. 
Rutgers Law School uses novel 
way to sort admission applications 
Yale students 
die in crash 
Fernanda Santos 
New York Daily News 
Brian Kladko 
The Record (Bergen i:ounty1 NJ.) 
NEWARK, N.J. (KRT)-Anyone who 
fills out the application to Rutgers Law School 
in Newark must make a choice on Page 2. 
Applicants arc asked to check one of two 
boxes. If they check the first, the school ,viii 
gi\1: most consideration to their numbers, 
grade-point a\1:rages and test scores. If thcy 
check the second, the school will gi,1: more 
weight to their "experiences and accomplish-
ments," a choice intended to benefit bucks and 
Hispanics. 
But all applicants, no matter their race or 
ethnicity, c:m check that second box. 
This is how Rutgers Law School, a bastion 
of affirmath,: action, tries to accomplish one 
of the most delicate tasks in higher education: 
l\faintain minority enrollment of about onc-
third, without engendering the resentment of 
white applicants. · · . 
Rutgers' policy, which may be the only one 
of its kind in the country, hasn't attracted much 
attention so far. But this spring, deans across 
the country might be desperate for nc,w ways to 
practice affirmative action. · 
In March, the U,S. Supreme Court will, for 
the first time since 1978; consider the issue of 
racial p:!:fcrcn.:es in college admissions. The 
cases "ere brought by white applionts to the 
Unh1:rsity of Michigan's undergraduate pro-
gram and law school who, afti:r being rejected, 
challenged the schools' policy of giving extra 
consideration to minority students. 
If the court sides with the reje.:ted appli-
cants, most schools wouid have to change their 
aumission policies. Rutgers Law School would 
have to make changes, too, because it still 
considers a person's race or cthnici[)'• 
But the law school's affirmative action 
p11:.i,--nrn. unlike Michigan's, doesn't depend on 
'such overt prcf~-rcnces. By allowing applicants 
to de-emphasize their grades and test scores in 
favor of other attributes, school officials believe 
their system woold still lead to a di\1:rsc student 
body, even if :he Supreme Court forces them to 
stop considering race 'lr ethnicity. 
Other schools, banned by courts or by state-
wide \'Oler referendums from cGnsidering race 
or ethnicity, have adopted similar strategies. 
lnstc:id of an explicit fa'Oritism tow:ird black 
and Hispanic students, they look for evidence 
that an applicant O\crcamc economic or cultural 
diudv:mtages, an experience more comr:1on to 
black and Hispanic ~pplicants. 
\Vhat makes the law school's system unusual 
is that choice on Page 2, letting privileged, 
white applicantt opt for the 5ame_ •~perienccs 
. and accomplishments" track that is supposed to 
favor minorities. In a sense:, it's an affirmath,: 
· actio.a program open to :i.11. 
"I think. my first reading was 'Why?".' said 
Oris Bry:mt, a 29-year-old who just co!Dpleted 
his first semesttr. "But then it made sense· to 
me. It gave everyone the ::c.:. -ne opportunity, as 
opposed to automatically being put in 1 pile 
based on other factors." 
To the surprise oflaw school administrators 
and faculty, many white :ipplicants from well· 
off families, including some with good grades 
and good test scores, have opted to be evaluated 
on their "non-numerical" attributes, says Paul 
L. Tractenberg, a professor at the school who 
devised the policy. 
"We've heard a lot of positi\1: feedback from 
students, who say, 'I like being able to choose. I 
feel empowered by being able to judge what's in 
my own interest," T ractenberg said. , 
\Vhen th.: school adopted the current 
system, it w:isn'.t looking to put a new twist on 
:.ffirmatil'C action. It was simply trying to a1'0id 
a lawsuit. · 
The · policy could still run afoul of the 
Supreme. Court's 1978 prohibition against 
separate poo!s of applicants. But by giving all 
students the choice of which pool to enter, the 
school might be able to argue its legality, nid 
Arthur L. Coleman, who was a deputy :usistant 
secretary in the Education Department's Office 
of Civil Rights in the Clinton administration. 
"It's creati\'I: and it's untested," said Coleman, 
who now advises universities and state, on 
affirmative action policies. "ln_cutain ways, it 
actually is a more_ nuanced, more refined way 
. of considering race, S'J to that extent it perhaps 
has a foundation for being sustained if it's C','l:r 
reviewed hy the federal government or a fedenl 
court." 
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (KRT) 
- "Don't gi\'C up," Tom Hackley told Scan 
Fenton, a forced tore of reassurance in his 
· \'Dice. "Help is on the way, son, don't gi\,: 
· up fighting." 
But Fenton didn't make it. 
His promising life, and the fo,:s of two 
other Yale University sophomores, ended 
early Friday morning · on a dark, snow-
covered stretch of Interstate 95. A fourth 
student injured in the crash died Snurday. 
The horrific car crash killed Fenton, 20; 
Kyle Burnat, 19, and Andrew DW)'Cr, 20. 
. Nicholas Grass, a 19·)'1:ar-old sopho-
more from l\lount Hol)'Oke, Mass., died at 
St. Vincent's Hospital in Bridgeport, Conn., 
around noon Saturday. . . 
Injured in the 5 a.m. EST accident were 
senior Eric \Venzel, 21; sophomore Zachary 
Bradley, 19, and freshmen Cameron Fine, 
Christopher Gary and Brett Smith, all 18. 
"I woke up wi~hing it was a nightmare, 
that the guys would all be here today, hang~ 
ing out with us," said Ya!.: freshman Brice 
Wirson, 18 . 
. Wenicl, of Long Island, N.Y., remained 
· in critic! condition with br.ik:n ribs, a bro-
: ken collarbone and facial injuries. He played 
lacrosse and ~.>otball for Yale:. Sc-.1:n of the 
, other victims :ilso wen:_1':lrsity athletes • 
The university postponed a basketball 
game Friday night and hel~ a memorial 
service instead. · · 
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College freshmen learn· to Survive. m· neW World· 
Sarah Carr "When I w:u in Boston; )'OU got to do More, than iO pr.rccnt of the 
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel whalC\'C')'OUW:mted andgowhem'Cf • students in. Ann' Arbor -arc from 
you w:inte<L It's nice in a way lo have l\fichig:in and many of them altc2dy 
l\lILWAUKEE · (KRT) my parents s:iyingwe arc going to be had a group of friends. Nichols, who 
- Four college freshmen. One dorm c::iting at 5:30 tonight." grew up in Whitcf1Sh Bay, W:15., had 
room. At first it seemed like a disaster . Jaques is like thousands offrcshman. to work pretty hard at the beginning , 
to Mau Jaques, a New Berlin, \\1'15.; around the ~ntxy learning to dc::il . to m(';t people. :_ • · . 
native who decided to hc:td cast for with new people, new. surroundings: · · He also found that even though.'. 
college this fall. and a new environment-whether it's .Michigan and WISCOl'.sin arc consid-
He shared a room with a student a few miles or a few states away.-that. crcd Midwestern; the two states have 
from Taiwan, one borti in Russia who. seems far from home. . . . different cultures. · 
grew up in Isr:acl and a third. from . "The weirdest thing w:is when· I 
New York City. New experiences came home for vacation and wanted 
· "l1 was a little unique and it took For the first time, Scott Nichols, . a snack,~ he said. "All I wanted w:is a 
awhile to get used to; the 18-year-old 18, is conscious of the effort it takes slice of cheese:.• · -
said. · even to remember to buy a bar of . . . • . . 
:: .Jaques, a graduate of Marquette so:ip. . . . . Military life . 
Uni\1:rsity High School, chose Boston ·•"When 1 want to go out and buy. "- ... "It's like going through the look-
College mi:r Marquette. Unr.i:rsity food, 'there· :11£ only little shops, no·. ing glass,• said Matt Dclvaux, of the 
because he wanted a nC\v_city for his supcrmarlccts. So I'll any all the- ·transjtion to collcec. · 
college experience. He plans to study stuff back to the dorm ro.,m bcc:wsc • lnstc::id of tumbling into 
economics. .: ,: :-· • .. . . : I don't have a car here. There arc all . 'Wonderland, Ddv:aux is in the 
'.'.When it cam~ .down to it, I just . : these things tha~ )~ don't thinbbout : regimented and rigorous world of the 
wanted to g,,t ~u: !)f Mihv:aukcc : because }'Ollf mom docs it while )'OU · United States Military Academy at 
because I've spent t;,e last 18 ycm arc at home.• . \Vest Point. 
here," he said. Nichols' first semester at the ; · "It .is \'CJ)' difficult to say I w:is 
Boston was fiercer than he had Unh'Ct'Sity of Michigan in AM"Arbor prepared; he said. 
anticipated. , · . . . . w:is full of nmi:lty. A nC\V state. A : After · the physical challenges of 
"In Milwaukee, C\'Cr)1hing runs history course in World War II that the summer, when Dclvaux and the 
a little s!0\\1:r; he said. "In Boston, focused on the cultural imP3ct of the other OC\V arrh"als \\,:re introduced to 
C\1:ryone is going and going, just for ,v:ar instead of political and military the military aspects of\Vest Point, the 
themschi:s; pushing and shming their C\,:nts like. his high school history academic semester began. 
w:iy through things. I'm not a person cl.tsscs. A roommate who spends his On a· typical \\1:Ckday, Dclvaux 
who rushes into things." . · time chC\ving tobacco in the room . ,v:akcs up before 6 a.m., attends 
He's adjusting, and the roommate and wound up in the hospital shortly classes all morning and all afternoon, 
situation has been worbble so far. But before Christmas break ,,ith alcohol takes care of"duties" after classes and 
he made use of his dmvn time O\'Cr poisoning. spends most of the C\1:11i:ig in clubs or 
break to Ir.,: at a slm,i:r P3CC. "Everyone has . their moment," extracurricular activities. Lights go 
"It's nice to ha"c a little bit of struc- Nichols said. "In the beginning, it was out at midnight. . 
tun: when )'OU come back," he said. hardforalotofus.• Duties typically entail making 
. Bill mand~tes Ky.· state 
.song play:·before games 
Jenny Robertson , , . :_- ··. 
Kentucky Kernel (U; Kentucky) 
think that's -true;· Sen. Tom Buford, 
R-Nicholasville, introdur.d a bill in • 
the Senate Jan. 7 that would require 
LEXINGTON, Ky. (U- the UK band to play the state song 
WIRE) - When Unh'Cf'Sity of during home games "in ,i:nues in 
Kentucky Athletics Director Mitch l 'a)i:tte County that hold 15,000 or 
Bunhart assumed his position here, he more patrons.• The bill also requires 
knew there would be lots of armchair the American and Kentucky flags to 
coaches scrutini7.ing his sports teams. be displa)i:d during home games. 
ButhcprobablynC\uthoughtthestatc Buford said he came up with the 
legislature would get im-ohi:d. bill after being appr=:hc:d by fami-
Last semester, Barnhart decided . lies of UK band students who \\,:re 
to play the state song at the end of dis:ippointed that the song had been 
_home football games instead of the lllO',,:d. 
beginning, as tradition mandates. At "It is the stale song, and what a 
the time, Barnhart said he didn't think more fitting time to play it than before 
the song was rousing enough to kick UK C\1:llts where the UK band has 
off a game. probably the laizcst crowd assembled 
At least one state legislator doesn't to hear it?• Buford said. 
WILLIAM J. Lt1DAS - MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL (KRTI 
Scott Nichols, a freshman at the University of Michigan at Ann 
Arbor, says one of the things he misses about Wisconsin is Packers 
games on television. Nichols was staying at his parents' Whitefish 
Bay home during the holidays. 
dc1ivcrics; such as mail or~ 
to uppcrc1assmen. Rules include no 
ttlking in the hallways, no =tching 
tdcvision mu the lntc:mct, no skipping 
breakfast or lunch in the mess hall. No 
studying after midnight, no sleeping 
late, no disobc:)ing the orders of an 
uppcrclassm.m, no weekend trips. 
Most college fl'C)hmen ha\,: . 10 
learn how to· manage all · their new 
free time. Deh':tux encountered the 
opposite challenge, a more structured 
cr.vironmcnt than he had ever imag-
ined possible. 
He kicked back mu his holiday 
break, sleeping late and going where 
he \\'anted when he wanted. 
•you need to be a specific type of 
person to SUM\1: there," he said. "You 
arc ahv:ays going 100 miles a minute, 
and just to st:iy motivated can be really 
difficult." 
Find out how THE NETWORK 
CRlSlS i-lOTllNc changes 
lives, including your own. 
Earn up to 3 credit hours 
from JALC or SIUC. Training 
is January 25th and 26th. 
549-3351 
/{ttention: International Student:!! 
INTERESTED IN GRADUATE -SC}f OOL? 
PLEASE JOIN US FOR A PRESENTATION ON THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER26 
.6:00-8:00 . . '. . 
STUDENT CENTER-~VIDEO LOUNGE 
(Take the elavator aaoss from McDonalds to the 4th floor. Tum right dowti L'he ha.' to the video lounge) 
Specifically for sophomores, juniors and seniors 
Many opportunities exist at SIUC for continuing your education and obtaining a graduate degree:: 
• Learn. what programs are available and how to apply· • Learn. how to &d out what is the right 
program for you . . . 
• Hear how to gather inform.ition on the program of your . • Learn. what funding we have and how to increase 
choice · · · · · · your chances of obtaining it -· . . ·. 
• Find. out how to meet the English language requirement ., • Learn. what graduate tests 'may be required and 
before you apply . •· how/where to Like th~· · · , . _ . . 
**THE EARLIERYOU APPLY AND COMPLETE THE APPLICATION PROCESS, 11IE BEITER YOUR 
CHANCES WILL BE FOR OBTAINING ADMISSION AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE!** . . ' . . .. . ' . ' ' .. · ·,,. -
START NOW AND FIND_OUTIF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN PURSUING .GRADUATE EDUCATION AT SIUC/ 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT 'LU LYONS IN THE GRADUATE SCHOOL ADMISSIONS OFFICE 
.. . . 453-4512 OR SEND AN E.;MAIL 'IO LLYONS@SIU EDU . 
'f )T" - \&tit'-- - . •-•••·------arr,_,..,.··----
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A Washington D~C. metropolitan policeman pulls a member of the pink clad 'Women for Peace' group off the 
street during Sunday's "high-risk" demonstration near the White House. 
The cold January wind only strengthens 
the resolve for the hundreds of thousands 




this U'eekend. Their message was one 
laden with the same non-violent ideals of 
activists of past generations 
St,ory by.KRISTISA HERRSDOBLER • Phot.os·b·y DEREK.ANl)ERSO_,N.:. 
m is read. Book ~ags smattcrcd ,vitl:i buttons. o( ·.: 
h~!iJ,('.:i~_r.,;,~/,tJ"l;t})l:;ttltrttl'li\'ti.J,t;flJ.1,fz,f:ii:~' s~~~~~:~rjt:;~tr:f ~::ei~:t{tf· 
The1111 
Event security member Lee Patterson joins in an 
anti-war chant Saturday dLJring the beginning of a march 
that snaked through Washington D.C. past a Marine bar-
racks and ended at the city's Naval Yard. As temJJeratures 
dipped down to 17 degrees marches called ou• .:hants 
like •No blood for oil• and carried signs de1 .. mncing 
President George Bush's plans for war with Iraq. 
the group recites a pledge to protest peacefully. 
~~~~=oo~~ ~ 
The: Southc:m Illinoisans joined hundreds of thousands : ;i:tfis~ 
of others for the: A.N.S.W.E.R.-sponsored march on The 
Washington, D.C., Saturday. • tl.N~i'. 
The protest made headlines world\1idc. But the event was . were ~ 
much more than what aired on the 30-sc:cond newscast. rel>Ort 
Monihs of planning went into the bus trip that left _.-..G.......,:,-..;. Un~: 
Carbondale Friday aftcm~on - one of thousands that went u 
invaded D.C. strcc:ts early Saturday morning. how al 
Seventeen hot!fS after leaving Carbondale, the bus ca:ne to a govern 
halt outside the International Hostd ;n downtown D.C., the place progra1 
that o/fc:rcd a cot and public rcstrwms- meager accommod~tions, or the 
but seemingly first class after a cramped night on the bus. They still lo; 
wasted no time finishing up protest posters. Then they headed a poll nu 
few blocks south to th: national l\lall whc:rc they were greeted by ' No1 
a sea of protesters from all walks oflife, police on horseback by the · senior· 
thousands and groups who made a much•longc:r \'O)':lgc than those chief"< 
• from the little town in Southern Illinois. Gm'Ctl 
Students from Northland C~llei,-e in Ashland, \VIS., spent 50 "Jus 
hours on the road. TI1ey came only to· protest and then headed mass d 
immediatdy home. use the 
The three busloJds of students spent a week n,.i.king papier J.;u 
mache heads ofBush and his cabinet members Vice President Dick · graffiti 
Chene}' and Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfdd. The v.ings of , scribbl 
sC\-cral more homemade peace dm"CS covered the "administration• · ·cas~ he 
and thousands of protesters.. :fro!a~ 
The cold road to peace packed 
· For people wh~ weren't so creative, A.N.S.W.E.R. "(Act Now · cons.id1 
To Stop War & End Racism) was selling c.udboard signs for a a true I 
d.:illar that read "Stop \Var Against Iraq.•• Customers had two But 
choices when slYJpping for posters: Martin Luther King Jr. or an : planne 
Iraqi child with co!!Vincing e)"CS - e)"CS that said just as much "5 . , meanii 
King shouting "I hr.-c a dream." . An elderly war protester is handed a sig:, ·tn carry . protest 
And according to IO-year-old Thomas Halley of New York during Saturday's rally at the west end of the Capitol Uni 
City, the nameless little girl on the poster a6.i has a dream just as Building. A variety. of. people. young. and old· joined was no 
strong and maybe C\-cn equally difficult to achir.vc. to, gether to spread their messa~e of peace. ' · Sundal 
"For the day she SC.."S peace; he said. "That's what she dreams . dress I 
of.• ' . · · .. .. "] wish it wc:rc colder; the 10-yr.ar-old said, "because ifit were clean~ 
Halley said he was glad to sc: s,, manypcop!e atthe protest. He.~- o,lder, President Rush would know we 'arc dedicated and arc not No 
started }'C!ling when a rally spcakc:r's voi<..:" ::aid, "T"ne children of : going to stop until it is over: , · · . . • . testers 
Iraq arc not our enemies!• . · : H.illey's mom, Ronnie. said her daughter, who is 14, wouldn't . · studen 
"They're nor; he finally conclud-:d. "I j.1St wi~h it wc:rc colder:· come to the protest because, "it wouldn't help an}'thing: Stil 
he said, changing the subject. · . · "I brought my sons so they could imdcntand that people can Carbo1 
With a low of 17 dcgn:cs, the orJy thing k:_eping them warm change things; she said. "My daughtci· doesn't bdievc that can . ifit su1 
was the thought it could have b«n colder. The cold came through happen, but these boys believe in chang:.• . . . . , . !.the Ca 
thi: earth, boots and two pain of socks to slowly f~ each toe . , . Change, to. Lee Buchsbaum, an· SI.UC graduate student in • "I 1 
one by one and then move on to the rest of tl1e body. it was :i cold cinema and ;,hotography fromJer,::y City, l\J, means awareness. Landr: 
· ' that made you ask yourself if frostbite was possible after just a few "Bush is t!)ttlly cominittcd ·md on schedule for a war. I rl.on't , Lar 
t,·,u "-" .•,?,•:•••••••••<ti',;i','t','••••••••••••••••••••••••;_,~•••••••··', ·,·,· .. ·.• · • houn.·And even afteryou {eel like frostbite has hit, }'Oukncnym•,\"11~ if an}'Or.c =·changc·liis mind,! bu1 theJnost v.'Ondcrful· .. Nio~t 
~.•.:~·,·.•:.~•••••'•~••~~••••••• .. ~~••·••••,••••~•~"•J&•••••••••~••~~.,H••••.4,>_ ~: .. ~ .::~·://~1.• .:_s_~~ boUti:~m~~~to iks:·:~·~~~~~~ .. \:~;~~}~'f:;:;t\~t!~~:'4~·::.~~~ wouJd be ~t_gt)~~ t~~-• )·i i:. It ( I t{-1_ ~-t}~~;~~~.~.t l.· .. ~t:~~~~~ 
NEWS 
The war path 
How can you assure change when you arc 
protesting in \Vashington and he who makes 
: the final decision is at Camp David? 
There, Bush probably has much on his mind. 
He may be thinking about the warheads that 
U.N. inspectors found in Iraq - warheads that 
. were not listed in the 12,000-pagc weapons 
report the Iraqi government surrendered to th_e 
United Nations. 
He might be ,vondering if other weapons 
went unreported. Or he could be thinking about 
how at this very moment the North Korean 
government is continuing their m•clear weapons 
program. He might still be thinking about 9/11 
or the war on terrorism or Osama bin Laden, 
still loathed and at laq,'C - or maybe that his 
. poll numbers took a recent dip. 
, None of which matiers to Joel · Landry, a 
senior in polirical science from Chatham and 
chief· of staff for the· Undergraduate Student 
Government. · 
"Just beci~se a countq·_has these weapons of 
mass destruction doesn't m_ -an they arc. going to 
usethcm.~ . 
I,anili};· \\·ent . ip the · l\bU Saturday with 
graffiti' ori __ his arm. But thi; wasn't just random_ 
scribblirig;·instead it. was tontact numbers in 
case he was ar.rencd during :.he protests. ·_. 
, Saturday w_cn~ b}'. with _little or no conflicts 
:from the crowd or police. In fact, wi:h people 
packed into _city blocks __ like !ardines, police 
considered the_ two l_rrests made as a victory for 
a true pe2ceful rally. · · 
But Sunday was. another matter. A protest 
planned fi>r Sunday ~ ccmsidered ~high risk,• _ 
· ·me2ning arrest was a grr .. ': possibility for the 
ry protesters.· 
JI Unlike Saturday's event, die march Sunday 
•rl was not permitted. In fact, the plan of the event 
Sunday wasn't jusr to mard., but for protesters to 
dress like UN wi::.pons inspcctors·:ind demand 
re clearance into the \Vhite House. 
ot No such thing was granted, but many pro•· 
testers were arrested, none of whom were SI UC 
1't students. · · 
Still, many of those . , tra\-cling from , 
in Carbondale were ready and willing to be arrested 
m • ifit supported their pledge for peace and mast of 
· . r .the Carbondale group joined Sunday's rally. 
in -"I was expecting the possibility of arrest; 
. Landry said. ~There is always thit possibility: . 
t't Landry calls civil disobedience, or non·. 
~·-1~~~~:♦,~~~~~~~~•.~·~~~•i~-~~~~(t~ :: ~.--~~~-c;e. ...... ,. ....... ,~, .... A~ , .. ..,,. ... 4,.,, ............ . 
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t'\£~Jfil,ii~t: ... ~., ·;·• ... 
·-·:?.I\.N.S,'.N,E.R. ._Coalition security' team· : ". : ·. 
':/form·.a human chain at the begin- ·:. · 
· ; ~ nirig of Saturday's march through • • . 
. . · the.streets of Washington o.C: Rev •. · · 
·:: Jesse Ja_ckson joined the march and 
: provided a_ few words of encour- • · 
-: agement for those·. p'rotesters who . · . 
wished to practice the non-violent · .... 
·methc.ds once taught by the late 
Dr. Martin Luther K:ing :Jr.·· . · . · 
(Below) Prcitester"K~n Sharp, 17,. 
dressed as a U.N. weapons inspec-:: 
tor in hopes he would be allow·ed 
to investigate the White House 
-· _for weapons of mass destruc-
. tion Sunday. Unfortunately for · 
> Sharp; the Washington D.C. Police 
- ·' Department erected_ barricades 
around La Fa)·ette Park to keep 
participants of the illegal march 
from getting too close to the presi-
dent's hem~'. · 
r:-~~.--.,::,,,,=----:------:-:-:---:--:----,--, 
"I wouldn't get am:<ted for the sak~ of get· turnout she s:iw on Satunby, but said she still felt Department, and a group much older than she. 
ting arrested," Landry said. "But for the sake of disheartened Saturday night · ; She ad .. .its :iut most of her friends don't share 
bringing injustices to light." "lfthisisyourfirstorsccondtimc,itisencourag- her opinions ;i.bot.t politics or the war. But then 
ing to sec so many people lx-c:rusc you think if }OO again, how many 12-ycar-olds have opinions about 
The protest marches on ,~ together, }OO can get something done,· she politics and war? 
Iajusticcs mean diflcrmt things to different said. "But for me, the €ict that I need to come for "l\lygroupoifricnds makeup their own minds,• 
people. Some arc against the laws, primarily the the third time in a}~ is really disoouraging. A"'1 Bcnford-1\lillcrsaid. "And they think it is great that 
Patriots Law that was passed after 9/11. Other:. arc things aren't getting ~=• they arc only getting,_-.J follow what.I bclir.\-c in C\'C!l if they don't bcliC\-c 
against mrporate America and the World Bank. All worse." . ~ : _ ; .: ~ the ~-which many don't• . 
are agairuta war with Iraq. Tozer also said she doesn't w:int to keep tr.r.-cling _ .. And she doesn't care what people might sayw her 
Still, opinions fluctuate as to what one is \\illing 17 hows to Washington, D.<: And not bccrusc she · ~-hen she gets 1xick to~ today because no matter 
to do to symbolically oppose these things. fcc1s like ~he i.. wasting time, but rather she ~'S she v.-hat they or anyone 5a}'S about her, she knows the 
Saturo:I}', a group of protcstcrs fonrn:d a circle. hates wasting gas. ·., . _ · . _- _ .... · •. _. · •.: has work to do. 
In the middle, they urinated on the Amaican fug. . "Sonictirncs big dcmcinstratiom are cffccti,,-c, bi,t · "Until the \\-Orld is full of peace, I will h:n-c to 
Anotha: student, this one fromSIUC, said he did so . not all the time, cspccially \\-hen }UU are fighting a keep protesting," she said. "The clay that I can stop 
on the World Bank building. Others say they would war against oil, bcorusc)-ou arew:istingalotof .Ji.1 to protesting. I will be happy because it will mean \\'C 
C\'C!l utjnatco.'.l the \Vhite Housc.-thatis, if polirc dm-c from all mttthe=try; she said. ·.. ..-:·. fmallyh:n-c pcaa:.• 
would allow them that close. . . _ Instead, Tozer ,,~ts to continue clcrr\onstratirig . -~- 11x: ~arlx>ndalc bus loaded for home, tl-.is time, 
· tisa·T~,ascniorinpolitic:tlscicnccfiom Fort locally. She S:l}'S she will write more lcttcrs.to,hcr, .. instead ofF"ightOub, thcy\\-:itched a document:uy 
Madison; said although s.½c hasn't and won't dcf.u:c rcprcscntun-cs, participate in more teach-ins and . on pcaccfu1 protests turned violent · · 
the flag. one should be ,..Ucwed to do so. do anything she c:in to get the attcntiori_of_thosc in·.·:, ·- This is ~~the trip ended. 
"If you can't dowhatc\tt}OO want to the flag. it (>O\\'CI", She just hopes that is possible..-:_~_-- i· ·. ~ ·, ;-._. _' Tucd, hungty, ready fer a hot show~und rom· 
don't mean anything," she said. "The flagrcprcscnts · · Cambra Bcnford-l\lillcrbcliC\'CS itis:·: > ·'.· , / _· mittcd to continue the pledge t°(,r peace ri~t here_ 
ficcdoms and cqua!it)·, so if }UU c-..n't dcf.tcc it, it . Bcnfurd-1\lillcr, a 12-ycr.:old '.· :student· '2.t;'."-':tt home._ :- : · · ; · · · . , . 
dccsn't mean muc.h." . · Carbondale l\liddlc Schoo~ is now :in apcri..~ ·::. i · · · .. : · 
Tozer has· participated ii, four major protests activist fur pcaa:. She tm-cled with. her dad,· Rob :_:. -~ ~ Hernuld:kram krradxd al · 
~':tUlStawarirtlraq. Shcw:ishappywiththehugc Benford, who•is _chairrilan :of SIUC:\.Sociology,;.:,: _ ~lcr@dailycgyptian.com 
, ' • < • • • ·.;•• • .,, C • ~ -~ 
=~=~_,,.,,.,...,..,.~=~:i' 
SIU senior anc! ' . 
political _science: · 
major Joel Lan:!!Y_ , . 
joins in a chant dur-
ing Sunday's1illegal · 
'high risk' march to 
the White H<,use ·· 
· while members of 
_the Washiri1;-ton D.C. 
· metropolitan police 
provide an escort to 
contain the protes- < -
tors. 'I was expect-
ing the· possibility of ·• 
,_;0;:'~~~S~JJ}'-:}~.,,;;.f~•:';!=:~<:_;,-~iFil arrest,' Landry said. · 
Z;'.:~!;.:;~;.:l,::;:.:Z.::,~~!!::2..!..!.!:..t!::Jr.~1~it¥~~;J~;~'.:~~:J:"~ •: I 
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U. ·1\1ichigan react~ to·Bush's speech against admissions ·policy 
Supporters 
maintain faith in 
admissions policy 
Carmen Jo~'lson 
Michigan Daily (U. Michigan) 
ANN ARBOR, .i\lich. 
(U-WIRE) - In response to 
President Bush's announcement 
charging that the Unh-crsity · of 
l'\lichigan's use of ra<:-.: in admissions 
policies arc fla,\-cd, the Coalition 
to Defend Affirmath-c Action and 
Integr•tion, an_d Fight for Equality 
By Any Means Necessary, held a 
press conference on the steps of the 
Michigan . Union Thursday, calling 
to uphold the University's admission 
policies and further integration in 
higher education. 
"\Vhat happened was a rac-
ist fraud perpetuated against the 
American people," National BAl\lN 
organizer Luke l\lassie said, add-
ing that Bush falsely described the 
Uni,-crsity's admissions policies a~ 
quotas to negatively portray the 
issue. BAMN is invoh·ed with the 
1.800.423.5560 
firstcellular.com 
third party inten-cners, whose case 
claims that institutionalized racism 
has perpetuated a system of segrcga· 
tion in higher education. 
scgrcga_tio'n they said Bush =nts to · 
institute. Regents discuss· 
. im.plications of 
·Bush speech 
. She also responded to the alterna· 
tivcs to racial preferences Bush spoke 
about in his speech, such as the Texas 
Ten Percent Plan. This plan allows 
any Texas high school student who 
graduates in the lop 10 percent of his 
or her high school a spot in a Texas 
state i.r.:versity. Coleman said such 
a proposal would be terrible for.the 
"Once people understand clearly 
the University's admissions policies 
ar.d sec it's not quotas, there will be 
:1 positi,-c reaction to offset the ncga• 
ti\·e," l\lassic said. 
The briefBush filed with the U.S. 
Supreme Court Thursday declaring 
his opposition to the Unh-crsity's 
policies has spurred new intensity in 
the pending decision bythe Supreme 
Court. 
Agnes Alcobua, BAMN member 
and student inten-cner •- a_ personal 
witness to the impact di\'Cnity and 
integration ha\-c.on the-Unh·ersity's 
atmosphere -- said she ,v:i.s not wor• 
ried about the potentially ncgath-c 
influence of Bush's statement on the 
Court. 
"I'm just more determined more 
than C\"Cr. \Ve ha\'C our wo1k cut 
out to defend affirmative action," 
Alcobua said. 
"Say no to Bush, say }"CS to 
integration" read one of the signs 
BAMN members at the conferc!lce 
held as they called against the re· 
In a_ written statement by 
Mir;,nda l\lassie, an attorney for the 
rtudent. defendants, she S3id: "The 
altcrnati\'CS to affirmath-c action that 
Bush offered h:1\-c all failed where 
they ha\-c tried. To say that there is 
a 'race neutral' method of :address• 
ing problems that stem from racism 
simply flies in the face of facts," . 
AJcobua said Bush contradicted 
himself when he claimed to stand 
for dh-crsity while opposing the only 
program of integration that allows 
minorities into the Unh-crsity in 
great numbers for the first time. 
"Bush docs not ha\"C the authority 
to move society back," she :.dded. 
Asking ,young men· and women 
to show their support for affirmath·e 
action when the case is heard, BAMN 
continues to g;irner support for their 
protest march on \Vashington, D.C., 
when the Court hears the cav.. 
Aleobua, now· a School of 
Education senior, and who first 
joined the case while in high school, 
said the Cout~ will pay more atten• 
tion -to the civil march than to an 
amicus filed by Bush. 
wh·o live, breathe,-,/:.J 
and th ink in .... :.,~t·::i: · 
South em I I linens 
•,:.;,;;::;,:t•,r,:::-:.,•.?1:;-, ... 
no -rri'atter your .credit 
rating, age or.job . 
no matte·r·hov,(,anyone .. 




you deserve better 
you deserve to 
stop worrying 
you deserve to start 
talking and listening 
you deserve 
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cf aoutharn llllncla 
Jeremy Berkowitz • 
Michigan Daily (U. Michigan) 
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (U- University because it is based solely 
\VIRE) - Usually a venue for on class rank and docs not look atthc 
local nC\vspapers only, Thursday's "wt,olc student," . 
Unh-crsity of Michigan Board of "(These plans) arc not a p:inaceat 
Regents meeting attracted sev- Coleman added. "!n the end, we 
eral television reporters and camera • belie\-c the (U.S.) Supreme Court 
crews. will find our practices to be fair and 
In the aftermath of President legal." . 
Bush's speech Wednesday asserting At his first board mcctinit since 
thatth~ University'sadmisslons poli- being _sworn in Jan. 1, Regent 
cies arc unconstitutional, University Andmv Richner CR-Grosse Pointe 
President Mary Sue Coleman's Park, Mich.) said he is. committrd to 
opening remarks of the meeting reaf- defending the Uni\-crsity's policies, 
firmed her commitm,·nt to diversity even ifhc wasn't on the board when 
and defended the l\;,;l:rsity's use of the policies ,verc formulated. He did 
race in admissions. agree with Bu .t,_'s contention that 
"\Ve strive for a student body there arc multiple ways to achieve 
that is richly dh-crsc in many \V:l}'S diversity without taking race into 
because it enriches each student," consideration. · 
Coleman said to the regents. "\Ve do "There's a dh-crgence of opinion," 
not have nor ha\'C we c\·er had quotas Richner said, adding that he is 
or nurr.erical targets." confident the Supreme Court will 
Brigham Young caiicels 
cable broadcast of 
homosexuality program 
Casi Marie Herbst · 
The Daily Universe 
(Brigham Young U.) 
who deals with many of the people 
on campus with this tendency, said 
this statistic pertains to homosexual . 
women and the number for men 
PROVO, Utah (U-WIRE) dealing with homosexuality is 4 to 5 
-;:- A presentation on homosexuality percent worldwide. __ _ 
. tlutwas to be aired Wcdncs<la1 night:."' ·:·Both agree the ·number' of BY~ 
· Jan. 15 on Brigham Young UnJ\-crsity students dealing \\ith homosexuality 
Cable and on KBYU in February hJS is somC\vhcrc around 4 to 5 percent. 
been canceled. · In his presentation Robinson ga\·e 
"KBYU made the decision not to guidelines for what he has· seen work 
carry the program. We felt it might with his clients, including not o\"Cr· 
be an o\-crsimplification of a complex emphasizing their problems, building 
issue," said Jim Bell, KBYU's mar- up thdr spiritual li,u ancl not being 
keting director. so critical of themseh-es. 
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance Buxton agrees ,vith Robinson•~ 
Against Defamation (GLAAD) \V:IS ideas and treatment. 
pleased the broadcast \V:IS canceled. \Vhat doesn't work is self-
Monica Taher, a media manager criticism or hating themsch-cs. Many 
for GLAAD, said she thought the people try to hate themsch-es into 
presentation \V:IS one-sided and gave changing, and that docs not work, 
information that would harm rather either, Robinson said. 
than help. "I'd C\"Cn go further to say hating 
"Any TV station •.• needs to have this problem doesn't help," Buxton 
both sides of the story," Tahcr said. said. "A person needs to acknowledge 
On the other hand, the presenter that they ha\'C the problem and work 
Jeff Robinson said he thought the with it." 
program could have helped many · Robinson relates homosexuality 
people. · to a dragon that people need to learn 
"I'm disappointed at the cancel- to ,v:i.tk a\v:i.y from, instead of kill. 
lation of this broadcast," he said. "I "Change is not easy," Robinson 
had hoped that it would help many said. "[The] person has to be highly 
young people struggling with the motivated." · _ 
issue of same-sex attraction, as \\-ell BYU's policy on homosexuality 
as increasing the understanding of states, "Students with same sex ori• 
their families and others who care entation can remain in good standing 
about them." at the university, as long as they sup-
. Robinson s:tid the reasons for port the teachings and policies of th: 
the cancclbtion were baffiing to church and do r:ot act upon same-sex 
him since the presentation \V:IS wcell- attraction." . . . 
received at the time of production. But Robinson said there arc two 
Yet, he S3id that it is up to the univer· mistakes BYU students make when 
sity whether to run the program. associating with homosexual people. 
Ml respect the university's right People can be m-crly judgmental and 
and responsibility to make decisions reject the person, or can react in the 
regarding what they mil or will not opposite =y and completely accept 
broadcast," he iaid. them. 
Robinson, a marriage and This portrays the idea that they 
family counselor in Orem, Utah, arc OY. the ,v:i.v they arc and cannot· 
whose caseload is_ approximately 90 chani;e, he said. 
percent homosexual nien, tackled Robinson said the best ,v:i.y to ,help 
in the prcscmation. what works and . someone dealing \vith homosexuality 
what d~n•r when men battle with is to maintain friendships with them 
homoscxual:ty." His· lectu·re_ \V:1S and express support. in all good 
presented Oct. 4 ,in_ a BYU confer· . desires. · 
ence ar:d works~op _called "Families· -· He encourages BYU · students · 
Under Fire." · ·- _ '. . . to realize that the fact people 'deal 
Robinson S3id there arc approxi-• with homosexuality docs not mean 
· matcly 2 to 3 percent homosexual . they arc a different kind of a person, 
-men worldwide: .. ·: .: . , ; '·. '. _· _ . . ,· but merely meansthcy arc struggling 
·· · Mike Buxton: :i counselor at BYU -with a problem, he said. -
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Eccentric tastes, behavior keep· globes from getting Btuffy 
Tom Maurstad the award for best performance by an 
The Dallas Morning News actor in a mwical or comedy. She 
LOS ANGELES, Calif. riled the_nojin~•,~mcs ~nd;va~-cd 
(KR"D - Awards shows have gotten m:~t~~~:::ccd ffiJia: Ge;~; 
5? ~lick and saniti~d that spont.aneous · name, far from fading to the side, 
s11lmess and unscnpt~ entertamme~t she continued 10 carry on, interjects 
~a,-c ~n all but wiped cut. And 1~ .. , ing comments as Gere spoke (and 
11 wcren t for the Golder. Gl~bes, w~. ·sj,oke) . .It. was the most. impressr,e 
could go ahead and drop that all but. ·: . it's-all-about-me lisplay since Julia 
You can count on the Golden · Roberts presented the best actor award 
Globes for at IMst one surreal burst or., to Denzel \Vashington at last year's 
!~ugh-out-loud moment. The Sunday · Oscars. · 
night broadcast o_f di,: 60th Golden · Speaking of Richard Gere's speak-
Globe A~v:irds dd":red. ing, he certainly did. His defiantly 
. Topp1!1g ·1998 _s • show _when rambling acceptance speech clocked in 
~,v:ird-wmner Chnstme Lahti was at 4-( minutcs:lfhe'd done that during 
. m the bathrooC? when her name was next week's Super Bowl _ with com• 
announced, Edie Falco stepped up to mcrcial time going for S2.2 million for 
accept her a"?rd for_ best actress. m a JO seconds _ it would have cost him 
TV d_rama senes and ma .~spy whisper almost S20 million. As it is, it cost him 
expfam<=<! she had laiyngitis. an anno}-cd look from a stage manager. 
And JUS,t ~vhen you thoui,;ht that But he was far from the only offender 
. Hollywood s industry of sl)iists had this was the night of the endless 
eliminat~d the P?ssibility ~f celebrities ;;-cccptance speech. 
~-er agam making public ~pectac!es You knew what kind of night it 
of thc~sch'CS through their ~ho1ce was going to be when the first winner, 
of ~-cn,mg ,,-car, ~he Gol1en Glo!>c5 Meryl Streep, stammered on and on as 
~d!,-cred a procession of high-fashion if she were \'ideotaping a message to 
preposterousness. At the top of the her friends. 
heap were S~ron Stone and_ Lara It was a bmquet room full of celeb-
~1ynn Bo}ie vymg for the no-mirron- rities casually exercising their clout o,-cr 
m·my-housc IC?Phy. a bunch of foreign journalists_ Oscar 
accept an aw.ml for the best Tv: oom~ 
edy series, "Curb Your Enthwiasm." 
E\-cl'}-one else hugged their 
presenters, but not -Mr. Professional 
Curmudgeon. He · shook , · Carol 
Burnett's hand as he stiffiy leaned away 
from her, making it p--.. folly clear he 
w:as determined not- to hug. For fans , 
of the HBO comedy, it was a moment 
right out of the show. 
GJobe1jdbin 
• Nioole Kidman, who was named 
best actress in a drama, wasn't in a 
clowning mood. Playing on the fake . 
proboscis she wears in "The Hours; 
she said a friend had gn-cn her a red 
clown's nose to put on, but she chick-
ened out. 
• "FricndsN Jennifer Aniston, \'Oted 
best actress in a TV comedy, apologized 
for leaning on a cane, explaining that 
she broke her toe when she stubbed it 
on an ottoman in her house. It's not 
a fashion accessory, she said, "but I 
got a senior-citizen's discount when I 
bought it." 
• Edie Falco, best actress in a TV 
drama series for "The Sopranos," was 
speaking sotto vocc, as she had laiyngi-
tis. Asked about the future of the show, . 
she whispered, "I would do it fom-cr. I 
would be happy playing Carmela until 
she expires." In a ballenna ou~fit, Bo)ie was organizers may be able to mu$h the 
apparent!~ under the impression that stars along, but the Hollywood Foreign 
Su~day mght was a costum~ party _ Press Association? Not a chance. 
benbboned legs a_nd a. tutu•l.1ke dress Other highlights · included Jam~ 
that had her lookinr hke a pmk pow- Gandolfini sporting a Grizzly Adams-
der puff. And after her a~rance, th: like beard (role or midlife crisis _ too 
French need to oo;ne up a w1_1h a ehrasc close to call), ·and though Catherine 
that translates as creepy-skinny. . Zeta-Jones didn"t win an aw:ard, her 
Wi~h her cotton~i:andy tousled hair giant diamo-nd was the star of the eve-
and mght-of-the-li\'mg-dead fhpper ning. The square stone hung around 
dress_ all bl:i.ck sparkles and tassels_ . her neck like a sparkling smaJl-scrccn 
Stone looked like either she h~d lost a T'I. • 
bet or. was des~te for attenuon. She · It was• a priceless Golden Globe 
. made 11 clearwh1ch when she presented moment when Larry David went up to 
• Bono, of the rock group U2 _ 
which "''On for best original song, . 
"The Hands That Built America," for 
"Gangs of New York" _ said, "This 
film is absolutdy accurate in historical 
detail {Director Martin) Soorscsc was 
even convinced to take out certain 
scenes in which an Irish gang ran 
marauding through -the streets of 
New York and tried to bum down an 
orphanage of black children." 
Bono has been wrong before, no 
doubt. 
HAHN KHAYAT - ABAACA PRESS 
Lara Flynn Boyle arrives at the Beverly Hilton Hotel for 
the 60th Annual.Golden Globes Awards ceremony, Sunday 
January 19, 2003 in Los Angeles, California. Jack Nicholson on 
Boyle's attire: 'Lara's tutu was startling,' said Nicholson. 'She is 
a colorful actress. I always said a good actor has to know huw 
to make a good scandal: 
Auto.· 
$500 POLICE IMPOUNDS! 
cars & trucks 1rom SSOOI For liSlings 
cal 1-l!OC).319-3323 ext 4642. 
' 1993 FORD TEMPO. 4dr, green. 
new tires, CO, lots ol new parts, high 
m,les. greal gas mileage, $500 
060,529-8114, 
Parts & Service 
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile 
Medtanic, he makes house cans. 
457.7984 or mobile 525-8393. 
Homes 
MAKANDA-NEW LISTING, 375 
Gypsy Tree ln, 5 bdrm, 4 luD & 3 
ha~ baths. 7500 sq II, indoor pool. 
sauna, 2 fireplaces, liroshed base-
_________ 1 ment,new900 sq ftdeck. Sacres, 
91 CAVALIER.RED, manylm- $394.900,call457-3344lorashow-
~ments In past year, mainl regu- Ing. 
!arty, ruN grea~ S1.300, 203-0506. 
AUTOBESTBUY. NET, not Oft, 
means getting the best deal but also 
buying w/confldence, 684-8881. 
MoJ;lle Homes 
BUY, SEU, AND TRADE, AM Au- =~=~•= =U. r
63
~ 605 N lllirols Ave, 457• $3500, 997-4804. 
NISSANSENTRA94, 137,lllOtml, -
2dr, exc aind, new lire~, cal 618-
303-0021. 
---------M 081 LE HOME FOR sale kl Rox• 
ame Paf1<, 15x60 w/ no holes. 2400 
firm, cal ASAP 922-5765. 
WANTED TO BUY: vehicles. molar• SUPER BUY 1974 MONAROi 
cydes, rumng or not. paying 1rom 12"65, 2 bdrm. appl, gas heat. ale. 
$25 lo $500, ESC0<1S wanted, call totally remodeled.lot rent $75/mo, 
534-9437 or 439-6561. $7000 obo, ~
~-
~ . . . 
Rent today for 
·· . Fall 2003. 
Electronics 
WE RENT, SELL trade kataok8 




$100 EACH, WASHER, dryer, re!rig- ~--~--stock~= erator, slove, & lreezer (90 clay war- -
FAXm 
Fax us your C1a3si1iec1 AIJ 
24h0ursaclayl 
r.mty) MJle Appliances 457 •7767. 
Rooms I~ the lolowing infoonation: 
•FuJ1113meancfadclress 
•Oates lo publish 
Relrigeralor frost free $150, SIDve 
$75, Washer/Dryer $225. pentium 
t:Olll)U1erc:0ff1llele $125, 457-837_2. PARK PLACE EAST residence haJ, 
•Classification wanted 
-Weekclay (84:30) phone runtier 
lntemalional grad sluclent, dean & 
USED APPLIANCES, AU. fully . =-al util Incl, $210 &up, cal 54!1-
~M~ =L~4~:~w . FAX ADS are subject lo normal 
de.adlineS. The Dally E!IY?lian re-
serves the rlghl to edi'. properly 




BEDS, OiEST, SOFA, c!eslc. wld, 
a1ove, 1r1g, 2S' tv pollable, Wlll, rr»-
,aowave, etc. 529-9874. . 
WANTED TO BUY sloveS. ak!s, 111-
lrlgeratcrs, washers, clryers, C01T'4)U!• 
ers, Iv's, wor1dng or not. 457-7767. 
~a&W&m~  
.·· $,_8S0,00 om: . 
(mayhe more) for Fall 2~93 - ·: 
Come in and see for Yourself 
·Now Acccptin/5Reservatia1:1s@'.· 
600WestMi/lSt ph;.549~1332 · 
www.stevensonanns.com · · · 
' ; ~ 
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SALUKl HALL. CLEAN rooms, um 
foci, S200/mo, across from SIU, sem 
lease, call 529-3815 or 529-3833. 
ATTENTION FRESHMEN, YOU can TOWNHOME FOR RENT~. 3 
live off campus next year. come see bdrm, to share w/2 others, 5290/mo 
our Early Bird Specials on S!Udios, 1 & ulil, w/d, d.'w, patio, huge, can Jill 
& 2 BDRMS, 457-4422. at 201·2127. 
Roommates 
'DALE AREA, BARGAIN, SPA• 
1 BDRM, IN clean 2 bdrm apt, dose IOUS, 1 bdrm apt, Incl water & 
10 campus, fum, 2 full bath, paoong, rash, call 684-4145 or 684-6B62. 
pool, S410/mo, w/ util, and CSL. call 
303-0833. C'OALE. 1 BDRM, lg living room & 
---------1 IJU:hen, water and trash lncl,$250/ 
FEMALE ROOMMATE, GRADlJ.. mo, 214 E Monroe #2, 687•2475. 
ATE/24yrs, 2bdrm !n Soulhem Hms, 
S270/mo, Uhl i<>elud , 351-1573. C'DALE. 5 MIN to SIU, elfic, clean, 
quie~ $210/ mo, special summer 
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share 2 rales, call 924-3415 or457-8798. 
bdrm house, 1 mi ott campus, 
r----------, 
TOWNHOUSES 
306 W College, 3bdrms, c/alr, 
furwunfum, summer/la! leases. 
549-4808 (9am-5pm) No pe1s 
Duplexes 
2 BDRM UNFURN, small pets okay, 
water ind, cambria area, S375/mo, 
avan Jan 1sL call 457-5631. 
FOR RENT-3/4 bdrm house, 2 bath= 
rooms, wld, c/a, some pels okay, 
avail now, S875/mo, 942-8900. 
FURN, 3, 4, & 5 bdrm, houses and 
apls, dose to SIU, cenltal heat , ale, 
yard, no pels, call 457.7792. 
HERRIN, 2 BDRM completely re-
modeled, c/a & heat. pet optional, 
basement, S5651mo, call 942•5374. 
HOUSES IN THE COUNTRY, HUD 
APPROVED, HURRY FEW AVAILA· 
BLE. 549•3850. 
M'BORO 2 -4 bdrm homee, S250· 
S660/mo, call tor detans 687-3893. 
OP C'DALE LOCATION ILtXury 2 
rm, hou~, cla, w/d, no pets, 
11684-4145 or 684-6862. 
UNIQUE RENTAL OPPDRTtJNl-
llES: reasonable 1 & 2 bdrm apls, 
houses & trailers In Mboro proper 
ar.d outlying 5225-$450, 687-2787. 
Mobile Homes 
C'DALE. ,- BDRM,S250/mo, 2 bdrm . 
S250-S400/mo, water, gas, lawn & 
trash Incl, no pets, 800·293-4407. 
C'OALE, 1 OR 2 BDRM; located in 
quiet park, S175-S350/mo, ca» 529. 
2432 or 684·2663. 
FOR RENT/SALE. 14XBO, 3 bdrm. 2 
baths, on private loL dose lo town, 
S550/mo, call 618-549-9754. 
....... MUSTSEEl2bdrmtrailer .. : ...... 1---------
....... 5195/mo & up!lll bus avail, ........ . 
........ Huny, few avan, 549-3850........ NEW 16X6D, 2 full bath, 2 bdrm, c/a; 
wld hookup, walk-in ctoset, 
S450/mo,457-7337 • 1 & 2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES. . $275/mo + 1/2 Uhl, $300 clep, call CHECK OUT ALPHAS PLACES, 
Dan al 618·924•5414 or stop by 523 w/cl, d!w, whirtpool tubs, master 
N Allytl. suttes, garages, spacious rooms, 
---------1 privalefencedpalio, calsconsicl• 
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share 3 ered, 1-4 bdrm avail, summer and 
bdrm house, avail sp!ing, S165/mo + fall semesler, c:ill 457-8194 
PERFECT FOR SORORITY OR 
.BE THE FIRST to live in brand new ~~~oR:i!."pu~~:a~ ~~~:· 
closo to campus, S225-S350/mo, 
:;-:~~
7
~ included, no pels, call . 
NICE 2 B::>RM, maintenance on site, construction, Giant City area, will be Swanson al 549·7292 or 534·7292. 
ready lor spring, fireplace, 1 car ga• I.--------~ 12X54, 2 BDRM, !um, clean, near S215-$250/mo, 549-8000. 
rec center, 5230/mo, rel, call 457 • 
7639. 1/3 utilities, close to campus, catt atpharentaleaol.com 
201·2945 or 630-730-0050. www.alpharentals.net 
~~• many, many, extras, can SUMMER/FALL2003 TWO MILES EAST al C'dale, nice, 
clean. quiet mobile home, water, 
trash, lawn care included, pertect for 
single person, NO PETS, taking ap-
plications, 549-3043. 
---------1 
ROOMMATE TO SHARE lg nouse, 
c/a, d!w, w/d, patio, S275 + 1/4 elee, 
351-1940. • 
. Sublease EFF1C1ENCY. 1 BLIC from campus, 
...... ......, ....... .,._..,_ ____ I at 410 west Freeman. water and 
ASAP, 2 BDRM, CLOSE to campus, trash picl<up incl, S225/mo, call 687• 
r.rdwd/llrs, water & trash ioci, 4577 or 967-9202 
5475/mo, call S29-52S5. _ENT_E_R-DRA_W_IN-'G_F_O_R_lree_co_m __ _ 
---------1 puterwhenyou sign a new lease, 1 
bdrm, 2 blocks from SIU, 457-67Ba 
LG 1 BDRM sublease, Mboro, quicL FREE RENT, CALL !or details. lease 
no pels, water incl, 5295/mo, avail enters you in drawing !or computer. 
3/1 or soo,,,;,r, call 924•2!,29. 1 bdrm, 2 bll<s from SIU, high speed 
_________ 1 intemet access, S300/mo, 618-457· 
SHARE 3 BDRM house wl 1 grad 6786. =;1:-~~~ ~;~~1~ ~n! -G-EO_R_G_ETO_WN_, N-1-CE._FU_R_N/U_N_• 
J3mes. C'Oale. FURN, 2 & 3 bdrm, no pels, see dis• 
---------1 ptaybyapptal 1000 E Grand, 
STUDIOAPT,HEAT, waler& trash (618) 529-2187. 
:;ciS-~~~':e~~s. l• -M.-B0-R_O_E_FFl_C_,-CLEAN--qu-i-eL--
---------I walk-In closels, water& trash ind, 
SUBLEASE TILL AUGUST 1 bdrm on site laundry, law students 3 blks 
apL furn, S275/mo, cable & !rash to court house,S2251mo, 684•5127. 
incl, laundry on site, 351-7003. M·BORO, 1 BDRM, trash. water. 
SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR spring S310-S32D, cottage 1 berm, cla, 
2003, 1 bdrm apL tum, close to wld, 5325, 618-687-1774, 
campus, S3651mo, call 351-7593 or 
emaTijessicavf@hotrnail.com 
Apartments 
1 & 2 bdrm apls avail now, an u!ilrt• 
ies included, some pets okay, S275• 
SSOO/mo, 942-8900. 
1 & 2 BDRM, CIA, nice & quiet area, 
avan now, no clogs, 549-0081. 
1 BDRMAPT,901 NOal<land. 
S250/ mo, call 457-3344, ask tor 
Brenda. 
1 BDRM APT, furn, above Mary 
Lou's restaurant, no pets, first & last 
& deposit, call 684-5649 
1 BDRM APT, new, Cedar Creek rd, 
huge rooms, wld, c/a, .$460/mo, pri-
vate patio call52!HJ744. 
1 BDRM, LARGE. quieL 10llcel• 
ings, carpeted, 20 min to campus, 
S300/mo, call 893-2423 very nice. 
Now Renting for 
2003-2004 ~hool year II 
Get in early tor Ille best 
selectionotapts, 
Get on Ille list nowll 
Locations available close to cam• 
pus, some-an utilities included, atl 
have laundry lacililies on site. 




6, 5, 4, 3. 2. 1 BDRMS 
549-4808 (9am-5pm) No pels 
Rental fist at 306 W College #4 
ISlt 
The Dawg House 





2 BDRM APT, SPACIOUS, near 2 BDRM NEW constructed town-
SIU, ample parking, furnished, 457• houses, Giant Ctty, 1300 square tee! 
BRECKENRIDGE APTS 2350 SIL. 
2 bdrm, u:,fum, wld hookup, no pels 
. display 457-4387 or 457-7870. 
C'DALE WEST, 10 min, ·,ery nice, 2 
bdrm, hookups, Jg wooded yd. no 
pels,457-.5632. 
FOR RENT 2 bdrm dupiex, in 
m'boro, 1'1£:Wly remodel, 457-4593 or 
203-9477. · 
NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, 1 
bdrm w/carport & storage, no pels, 
S300/mo, 549-7400 
NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, 2 
bdrm & storage rm, S325/mo, no 
pels, 549-7400 
UNITY PC'.NT SCHOOL area, newly 
decorated, clean & quiet, ready lo 
move L-, 3 bdrm act, complete wilh 
fumtture, wld, c/a, & trash pick,up, 
S625(mo + security dep, for more in-
fo call 529-3564, sony no pets. 
Houses 
.. ............ WORK FOR RENT ............. . 
.......... FOR MORE INFO CALL. .... .. 
·······-- ····-····549•3850 ..................... .. 
....... HOUSES ON CONTRACTS .... . 
........... for deeds, only 2 lelt ............ .. 
.................. can 549-3850 ................. . 
2 BDRM, WITH slUdy, c/a, w/d, new 
flooring, new paint, 500 S Washing• 
ton. avan now call 457-7337. 
5818 E GRAND road, in car1ervme, 
newly remodeled, 3 bdrm, S675 plus 
dep & lease. 985-4184. • 
ALPHA'S SUBLEASES 3 bdrm 
house, w/ 2 car garage. lamily zon-
ing, S9S0, w/d; dJw, private patios, . . 
457-8194 or 529·2013, www.alph:!:• 
entals.nelor·.ilpharental@acl.com 
BRAND NEW & NEWLY remodeled 
on Mill SL an amenities including 
washer & dlyer, central air, and 
plenty of parl<ing, please call Clyde 
Swanson 549-7292 or 534-7292. 
CARTERVILLE, 604 RIDGE st. 3 
bdrm, garage, basernenL pool, 
$550/mo + dep & lease, 9!!5-4184. 
C'DALE 2 BDRM house, lg back· 
yard, S450/mo, 508 S Logan 687· 
2475. 
4422. many extras, avail now, S.:9-8000. 
2 BDRM, 2ND floor, deck. quiet. C'OALE oauxE 2 bdmi town- ;;=~~=~~:I~.ntly 
near bus stop. S400lmo, 924-1275 house, 2 car garage, call 985-9234. CHECK OUT ALPHAS PLACES. 
2 BDRM, EDGE of campus, avail CHECK OUT ALPHA'S PLACES, w/d, d!w, whirtpool tubs, master 
oow. Goss Property Managers, call w/d, d!w in each unit, whirtpool tub, suttes, garages, spacious rooms, 
529-2620. master suite, garages, private lerce I private le<>Ced patio, cats consid-
-2.-BD_RI_J_, U_N_FU_R_N_, S-MALL--pe-ts- 1 deck. pets considered, 1 -4 bdrm, I ered. 1-4 bdrm avail, summer and 
o.ay, laundry faolities on grounds, avail May-JUNE-AUG, 457-819~. fall semester, call 457-8194 
S485/mo, S300 deposit. 457-5631. =-:;~!~~~:, =:~i":r:~ro,,:1 
-,-~~I·,_ r.r 11, I r.r O ·r {ferJ;_,,,, Nl . ·1~ow · unaer '.New Wnersniv 
former owner of the Green oay span in st Louis, Mb. DAY SPA 
Hiring: 
Hair Designers • Esthetician • Massage Therapist , Nail Tech 
- MUST BE LICENSED 
4 bdrm• 503, 505, 511 S Ash 
319,321,324,406,802 WWalnul 
:.us W College, 103 s Forest 
501 SHays 
3 bdrm-310,313, 610WCheny 
405SAsh,321 WWalnut 
106, 408 S Forest, 306 W College 
2 bdrm• 305 W College 
406, 324, 319 W Walnut 
1 bdrm-3lD W Cherry, 207 W Oak 
802 W WalnuL 106 S Forest 
549-4SOS (9 am•S pm) No Pets 
Free rental list al 306 W College #4 
• 14X70, wmP OUT, S35Cl'mo plus 
deposit, 5 mi south of C"dale, quiet 
area, call 529• 1092 
2 BDRM HOMES, water, sewer, 
trash pick-up and lawn care, laun-
dromat on premises, Roxame MHP, 
2301 S urinals Ave, 549-4713. 
2 BDRM, UNFURN trailer, S285/mo 
pels ok, no ale, 457-5631. 
Alfordable Mobll11 Homeslll 
Close to campus, big shaded yards, 
newly remodeled, laundry facility on 
site, small pels ok. S280.00 and up. 




"Early Bird" Spedal 
thru Feb. 21 st 
Luxury Apts. for 2. 3. or 4 
SOPHOMORE to Grads 
Office: M-F 1-5p.m. 




THE DAWG HOUSE 
THE DAILY EGYPTJAN'S ONLINE 
HOUSING GUIDE AT 
ttp-J/wwN,dailyegyptian.comldawg 
house.html 
Mobile Home Lo!s 
PARADISE ACRES, lols available, 
S75 a month wtth 1 yr lease, call !or 
details, 9B5-2787. 
·s1u Qliallflod 
From so·pbomcres to Grads 
9 or 12 month leases i= t~leTV 
Swimming Pool ADSL 
Clost to C:,mpus Parking 
Elrtricnaesand3 balmm 




1207 S. Wall 
457-4123 
Show Apt. A,-ailablc 
M:f. Sil. 
_ l•Sp.m. 11-2 
ir·n.the udn ts.com 
.... --::,. ,.,; -•·;,"!:-, ... 
Why are these two happy? 
· It's because they went to 
www.dailyegyptian.com 
and checked out the Dawg House, 
· a premier Internet guide ·, 
to rental properly l,i_stings h<:;arbondale . 
. Tha~ks to the f?;wg Hous~, ~~s~ twe> already· . 
have their leases signed; for next fall anti can focus on 





RENT AN OFFICE AT hi INTER• 
NET BUILDING 2nd conn«! to hi 
. net laster lhan you ever imagined! 
d-3 ( makes a 11 look slow) for 
SS<Wmo offices Imm 80 sq ft to 
20000 sq n. for more into Chris B 
529-2013 or ChrisB81940aOlcom 
k@fflwttitr@~1 
S1500 Weekly Potential mailing our 
Circulars. Free lnloonation, Can 203. 
683-0202. 
APPLICANTS WANTED TO study 
Part IV of The Urantia Book, EARN 
$25.000, For deUils 
visa WNW eventtxfawud com. 
AVON REP. NO quotas. free ship-
ping, start-upS10. 1-ooo-898-2866, 
free gift w/ sign-up. , 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEED~. 
$250 a day potential. local positions, 
1-800-293-3985 ext 513. 
EL.AN DAY SPA 
NOW UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP. 
pleased to be hiring receptionist, 
hair designer. nail techs, esthetJ. 
Cians. and massage therapist, can 
for appt or apply in person. join a 
team with "-eat benefits. exc pay. In-
surance. 401k, & education. 3085 
Wllli.lm. Ste. 101. Cape Girardeau. 
MO 63703. (j73) 334-4700. 
HIRING FOR ALL positions. apply at 
the Executive IM & Conlerence 
Center. 2600 W. Deyoung, Marion 
IL. 618-997-2326. 
11 SPRING BREAK Vacalion$I can-
cun. Jamaica. Bahamas, & Florida. 
Best parties. Best hotels. Best Pri-
ces! Group Discounts. Group organ-
izers travel freel Space Is Urni1edl 
Hurry up & Book Nowt 1-800-234· 
7007 
www endlesssumme'1ours.com 
ACAPULCO'S 11 SPRING Break 
Company. Bianchi-Rossi Tours Is 
"Going Loco· with a i.as1 Chance to 
Dance• Special! Book now and get 
S100 off our a!ready low price! Your 
seat Is available now. bUI may be 
LEGAL ASSISTANT. EXC filing and gone tomorrow! CaD now 8Q0.875-
COIT1)Uter skills req. reply to PO Box 
1 
_45_ 25_• www __ .eb_re_a_know_.com _ _ 
1206• C'dale. 62903-l206. CELEBRITY SPRING BREAK 
SIDETRACKS IS LOOKING tor grill Brought to you by StudentCity.com! 
cook, with a minimum of 1 year exp. Book now and save up to S100 on 
see John betwttn e & i:, am. · an International trips. Party like a 
roa star with Maxim Magazine and 
SMAU. BAPTIST CHURCH. localed Jackass•• Stave-0. Ca.~ 1-800-
in ~Ibero. seeking o,vanist/pianist, 293-1445 for detai~. email 
for Sunday & Choir rehearsal. pay salesOstudenlcily.com. or book on-
neg. can Diane at 687-4228. line at www.slUdenlcity.com _________ , 
SUBWAY IS HIRING for day Sllil'..s. 
please apply at 1300 West Main. 
SUNTAN STIJDIO NEEDS he~ 
part-lime. 529-5989. 
TUTORS (ESPECIALI.YWRITlNG 
& math) & other ass;s:ants needed 
on a relerral basis to assist students 
w/ disabili:ies. apply at dss. Woody 
Halb-150. 
HOT SPRING BREAKS 
Discount coupons up to $250 Can· 
cun. Acapulco. Jamaic.J & Bahamas 
packages with air. Ourst.111'418111 
Spring Break 1-80().328-7513. 
www.hotspringbreaks.com 
SPRING E!REAK 2003 WITH STS 
Amenca•s II Student 
Tour Operator. sea trips.earn cash, 
travel free. lnlorma!iotY reservations 
800-&48-4849 or www stslnlv"I com 
TUAN YOU SPARE time Into$$$. SPRING BREAK CANCUN. Jamal-
mail-order/E-oomrnerce. PT/FT. free ca. S Padre Island & Florida, Free 
info. run train;ng. www.smileonlree- parties. food & drinks! BEST hotels 
c1omcom. {800)372-2853. :rr'a~c: =•k~~•ker· 
t,_.G· usto s-. 
;:.,_ · rapfilcs. i 
;:.~:~·j.· WE OFFCR. :".{, 
NAMEPI.AlE ENGRAVING 
?~:S,'<a~~'\\~~~\ ;!; 
• I jl 
VoluNTEER 
Project Hope Humane 
Society in Metropolis, IL 
needs volunteers to 
walk dogs, play with 
cats, do laundry, dishes, 
etc. cau our no-kill 
shelter for more 
info(618) 524-8939 
~~~r,~~~~~ 
Can renters find your listings on the 
_ lnfernef? 
They can if you're listed at the 
Daw~ House 
The Dawg House is the premier Internet guide to 
rental property.listings in Carbondale. Sponsored by 
the Daily Egyptian, we drive a high yolume of 
targeted traffic to your web pages, no matter where 
they arc.listed. 
Daily Egyptian Classified Advertising Order Form 
20 Auto 
2S Pans & Service 
30 Motorcycles 
40 Bicycles 
50 Rec Vehicles 
, 60 Homes 
70 Mobile Homes 
BO Real Estate 
90 Antiques 
95 Furniture 
100 Appliances 180Auctions/Sales 270Mobt1eHomes 345 Free 
110 Stereo Equip 18S Yard Sales 280 Mobile Home lot 346 Free Pets 
115 Musical FOR RENT 290 Comm Property 350 Lost 
1 ZO Electronics 200 Rooms 300 Want to Rent 360 Found 
125 Comp1Mrs 210 Roommates 310 HELP WANTED 370 Rides Needed 
130 Cameras 220 Sublease 31 S Bus. Opport. 3 BO Riders Needed 
13S Books 230 Apartments 320 Employ. Wanted 430 Entertainment 
140 Sport Goods 240 Townhouses 330 Serv. Offered 432 Food 
160 Pets & Supply 250 Duplexes 335 Rer,gious Serv. 43S Announcements 
170 Miscellaneous · 260 Houses 340 Wanted 440 Spring Break 
445 Travel 
450 Personals 
460 •900• Numbers 
480WebSites 
Classified Advertising Rates Directions 
* Complete all 6 steps. 1 Day .... (3 line minimum} .... $1.40 per line 
3 Days ................................. $1.19 per line * One letter or number per space. 
5 Days ................................. $1.02 per line * Periods and commas use one space. 
* Skip one space between words. 10 Days ............................... $.87 per line 
20 Days. ______ ... $.73 per line * Count any part of a line as a full line. 
1. ::;:s ____________________________ _ Phone# _________ Date _____ _ 
2 Classification# 3 
Run Ad 
• i Day 
D 3 Days 
0-5 Days • 10 Days 
D 20 Days 
Calculating Payment 
Mulliply total numbet of lines 
times cost per ine as indcated . 
under rates. for•~ W ~ 
n.nllivelineadfor5d2ys,total 
cost is SZS.50 (SI.OZXSlineSXS 
days). Add 1 SC per word/per day 
for bold IOOtds and I 5C per lne/ 
per day for centering. 
5
11111111111111111111111111 
Method of Payment 
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d~- -r-W~nt:a7- -~~ 
I Printer's Assistant I 
I • Must ·b_ e .enrolled at SIU for at least ~ 
P. 6 credit hours. · jl 
lj G- Must be enrolled for spring sen:iester 1 
I 2003. . I 
n·1 • Previous press experience helpful _ I• · including that on small sheeted form i:11 presses. j 
I • Strong mechanical aptitude. a plus. 
1 ".""'~~=~~ ~ :r:~:r I 
lj S 3keGu~3136 ;-"" "I ' 
·miil--- -liiii .. "iiiil- -liiii--iiiil- -1- • 
I 
~~ ~ ~ ~~ 
I HELP WANTED iJ ClrculaUon Driver •Night Shift 
li 
• Must be enrolled at SIU for at least 6 credit hours iJ 
• Good driving record a must 
• If you are enrc~ed In 8 am or 9 am dassH you 
;,eed not apply ·1 Complete a DE ttmployment appUcatlon rniW>le iJ 
at the DE customer service desk 
In room I259.Comm.Bldg. 
fOf' more Info call Eblce at 536-3311. ext. 2• I 
~~~~~~ - I 
2003 CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING POLICY 
Ple:ue Be Sure To Check 
Your Classified Advertisement For Errors On 
The First Day Of Publication 
The-Daily Egyptian cannot be responsible for 
more than ONE day'• incorrect insertion (no cxc~ 
lions). Advertisers are respon,iblc for checking their 
ads for errors on the FIRST day they appear. 
Advertisers stopping Insertions arc responsible for 
checking their ads on the FIRST day they arc to cease 
appearing. The Daily Egyptian will not be responsible 
for more than one day's insertion for ,. cl:usified ad that 
Is to be stopped. Errors not the fault of the :advertiser 
which lessen the value of the :advertisement will be 
adjusted. 
Classified advertising running with the Daily 
Egyrtl:an will not be automatically renewed. A callb:ack 
will be given on the day of expiration. If customer Is 
not at the phone number listed on their account it is 
the responsibility of the customer to cont.:>ct the Daily 
Egyptian for ad renewal. 
All classifi~ advertising must be processed 
before 2 p.m. to appc2r In the next day•• publication. 
Anything processed after 2 p.m. ",ill go In the following 
day's publication. 
Classified advertisin;:: must be paid In ad,-ance 
except for those accounts with esbblished credit. A ser• 
vice charge of $25.00 will be added to the ad,'Crtiscr's 
account for every check returned to the Daily Egyptian 
unpaid by the advertiser's bank. Early cancellations of 
classified advertisement will be charged a SZ.50 service 
fee. Any refund under $2.50 will be forfeited due to 
the cost of processing. 
All advertising submitted to th~ Daily Egyptian 
is 1ubjcct to approval and may be revised, rejected, or 
cancelled at any d_mc. · ' 
The Daily Egyptian assumes no liability if for : 
any reason it becomes necessary to omit any advertise• 
mCnt. · ' ' 
A sample of ~II mail-order ltcmA must be sub-
mitted and approved prior to d~dl_ln~ for pu_bli4:2tion. 
No ads will be mis-classified. 
Place your ad by phone at 616-536-3311 Monday-
Friday 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.n:. or visit our office in the 
Communications Building, room 12:i9. . . 
Advertising-only Fax# 618-45_3-3248' 
r:------:-------------------.....;. _____ _;__ _ .....;. __ ....:...:....;... ____ .:__ ____ .....;.:_,;_.:..,_:_ __________ _ 
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Studen·t Alumni Council 
SUPER STUDENT PROGRAM 
you may be eligible to receive: 
• Supe::- Student Scholarship 
- available to juniors 
• Distinguished Senior Award 
- available to seniors 
For details, contact th.: SIU Alumni Association: 
Second Floor, Student Center, 453-2417 
Applications also available onlinc: 
\\WW.siualumni.com/ss & www.siualumni.com/25mds 
Applications are·due February 28 
SIU~A]umoi smA Associauon Studenb~~i 
r~ lfBE?ll!l!E 
AUDITIONS 
John A. Logan College, 0-Nei1 Auditorium 
I [~ate:. T~esday & w_ednesday. Jan .. 2_ t & 22 1 lme. 4.00 p.m. - 8.0C p.m. ,,m··, f'lace: O'Neil Auditorium ., ... ~-·: ·, · 
• 4 .... l 
C:allbacks: Thursday, Jan. 23 •. • 
,; l'erfonm:rs 5hould prep:irc 16 b_ars (or one minute) of 
~>ng that best sui1~ his/her voice (a song will I>.: pro~ided 
fcr!1ou ;fyou don't have one). Performer must sing with . 
accc,mpanimcnr. An a~ompanist, CD and rape deck \I.ill 
be provided. A monoiogue is not required. Performers \I.ill 
be asked to panicipare in cold re.-1dings. Please plan on 
:mending e•rening auditions from .i:00-8:00. 
!= infmn.i!:<.T.<TqtrStic,1.'io:tllJCt Mkc&,,,,:i~.Dir~. ')35. • 1 
~ E\'.LS"i.'4.,,r~"l.11l~Mtr.it:Ui=,~'>-:?8:!28.Eu~ 
l',-n.. WI ,,,,:.-nau m,a,&~l.'. in the- ior.n A. l.os;nn /,.wm,g I LJh, ,._;m C:17 
Maa..,i,(.ff<'I.V'I•,~ 
DA11.y EqymAN 
CJ1rnH KetT. :oo2. " rtgf'lts r.MIIVed. 
Dormant Life 
Let's Save Decatur 
T~: ~uigmans Hickerson 
CoM!CS 
www.lhocltmenor#.com 
by Shane Pangburn 
~==~=~ 
by Seth Dewhirst 
Daily Horoscope 
By Linda C. Black . 
Today's Birthday (Jan. 21). Don't let friends talk you 
out of yocr savings this year. A risky proposition takes a 
long time to show a profit • and there's a chance in never 
wi!I. Slick wilh lhe tried and true, no matter how great the 
lemplalion to gamble. 
To get the adv,ntage, check Ifie day's rating: 10 is the 
!tsiest day, O the mas: challenging, 
Aries (March 21 •llpril 19) • Today is an a • Focus on 
your work and try to block out distractions. That's the only 
way you'll come anywhere close to the perfection you're 
after. Make the ~ffort. . 
laurel (April 20-May 20) • Today is a 6 • A disagree• 
ment a!>out f:nances could cause domeslic unrest. but it's 
• temporary candilion. That goes for b1.1h the financial 
stress and the domestic. 
Ce mini (May 2 I-June 21) • Today is a 7 • Allhough 
the pressure you've been under is easing. you may notice 
you're e.hausted. You didn'I have time to fall apart before. 
Allow yourself lhat luxury, in privale. 
· cancer (lune 22-luly 22) • Today is a 7 • The pace has 
been fast lately, and it isn't slowing down. All the rr.ore 
reason to take a few moments to plan your day and week. 
Miss details and you lose. 
Leo (July 23-Auc. 22) • Tod•y is• 6 • You may be · 
catching flak from people you thousht were on your slde. 
"You1I have to excuse Winthrop ... he's part cat.• The benefits of a recent endeavor Jre spread thin when 
~~---------ffl-A-.,-s~c-~-M-B-~-D-W_O_R_D_G_A_M~E~~~~~~~~ 
by Hetwl Amolcl - Mike Arglrion Vireo (Al!;r. 23,SepL 22) • Today is • 5 • You're not 
euctly getting I 00 percent agreement. It's more like 
~~ = ~:a~mllles, HOME: 
190 1 
Thal dopey you'r• insisting on a realistic a1sproach while others are 
lo form lour orMary words. VISITORS: I 91 I w:.. ~ fo~i;~ai~:::~~:.~~ •~~~ :~~!1/~a;; y_o;:~)r:•liable to I LAWAB . ~ j--(''': run int<: a nest of forgo•1en details soon. These are squig• 
1 ( I J I I z.~ ~~~ ~~u~~/,: :~r~h~~~:~::.~i~."~:i:n•1~he~'~:~ly make Ii ~r Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) • Today is a 6 • A person who ~¥r~ _,_ ...,_ l' says you don't have enough money isn't necessarily your 
I P[R [SNI . t ) 
1 
~:- i!' .;\ :i ~nemy. Cne who says he can get it for you isn't necessar• . _ _ _ _ . ily your friend. Hold off on .; biJ purchase. 
sa,itbrlus (Nov. 22•Dec. 21) • Today is a 6 • E.rpect to 
::: ~;I~~:; a'!, •b:~ ~~~~:~:~;:~,~~i;!;~:~~~~:::~ ::~. 
I EXDULP t · il I j / /1, .) 1. luring into new t•rrilory, Show you're tough enough. ( I ) <:j 7 taprlco,n (Dec. 22•Jan. 19) • Today is a 6. You can gel A M-8J ~o~M~ :.~~~~!:~~r~~~~I i~~~~~1~ ~~l~r.•:~~~~~~•.~~ ~~;~:!;. 
t
._0....-YG""'QTS t comin,i. tithe•. Changes are under way, so be patient 
~ _ Aqu~rlus (Jan. 211-Feb. 18) • Today is a 7 • Don't spend 
J r ~ ~ I ~: ~~"! 'ir~"!:.~~rS IO too m~th o:,. child or another loved one out of guilt. _ !::a :::! A . suggesl6d by Iha abovo c.irtoon. Change your way, instead. 
Pisces (Feb, l 9•Mar<h 20) • Today is a 5 • Try not to 
Answer: r y I I 'I p I . I . I I I ) argue with • person who's on your side. If the two of you 
· A ,A 1:-,, work togelher, you can topple a formidable adveisary, or 
\AAsW1trs Monday) a: least hold your o~n. 
Yesterdays I Jumbles: E~ASE LURID OPENLY · SHOULD 
• An•wer. ,'lll)Ortant lor a gar')age man::- be -Ar 
YOUR "DISPOSAL" 
(c) 2003, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES me. 




ACROSS i ~~r:;s fittlo pot 
· v11cngdoing 
9Unlidy 
14 Opera SOM!) 
15 M.ljOr or ,.~nor 
constellation 
1 G Texas shrine 
17 Hardy heroine 
1 B Tested anew 
I~-.. , . -.. 10 :· , l§tl'" 1-,,,-,j-,j--!-- ,;.,,,.-1, --1.;.._ -l-..fi!!,.~-l--1--1--1---I 
1-,,,-,j-,j--!-- " 1, , ' ·'/ft ~ ., : 
· ~ ffit~~~~' " ~l » ff~ " -,, i-,.:--; ""---1--1--1-.J-+-:(t"!l:,.±c--+-'."'l Balmor:,J - ~ • · 
. ~ ~n~~;fJon ';;- ,- - ., [I .r,i'.'~---1-.:..+--I 
26~~-agcy -~..-.. ~o . 
~ ~"n9i~:i;ez. ~f!':'"'1-+:-i,,a...!::,.::-+-+.,..;,~..,,/'.~i:"', 
32~=exciled ~ " • --~" 
: ~~nl i-,.,..-1-+c--1-+c-... •M•,~~•·+ 1' -+--+---I ·=~~_-_•-1--1--1-+ 





42 Persia, today 






49 Female GL O:lCE! 
SO Last pilchcr 
52 Conlerence 





62 Grand Jale 
63 Old curse 
64 M.t.1srt 
65 Carre: fornlture 
DOWN 
1 Plasler bael<no 
slnp -
2Rcgion 







8 Put a strain on 




13 Sing In the 
cantons 
19 Honda models 
21 Pigs'digs 
24 Epcc wretders 
25 Piel<s up 1he tab 
27 Red planel 







35 Shari! or Epps 
36 Oec!i~e 
38 R,pken cl the 
d1arr..ond 
42 Urged on 
'{~il)l,1@11:)-rµ;;; 
.)Ol;.?<Li;~ ••• , 
i\'i C,\J~, io(»-'I \f:, 
W.eo!-l;; l't-\:1~ 1:W4 
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57 Pub cho<ce 
58 Alsonol 
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8 Larry's Pit BBQ[J 
Serving Southern Illinois's Hnest BBQ With A Wide Variety Of Hne Foods 
Don't Be Left Out In The Cold ... 
... Try One Of Our 
Mouth Watering Dinners That. 
Will Wann Your Heart And Your 
Soul. Our Dinners Include: 
Ribs, Chicken, Pork, Steak, Cat-
fish, Jumbo Shrimp & M'Jre! 
For Dessert Indulge Yourself In 
Our Homemade Fudge. 
Dcr..en.s Of Great Sandwiches And Sia;e Orders 
\VC' serve great breakfast 7 days a week! 
Dine-In or Drfre • 11uu 
~~- fiil. 
PAGE 18 • TUESDAY JANUARY 21 2003 
JEssrC:A EDMOND - DAILY EGYPTIAN 
SIU freshman Ray Scotten places first Friday in the pole-vault 
jump at the Recreation Center. He Jumped a high of 15 feet and 
7.75 inches Friday, which marked his second meet · 
Deadline To Apply For A 
Student Medical Benefit 
Extended Care Fee 
Refund Is Friday, 
January 24, 2003! 
The DEADLINE to apply for a Student Medical Benefit 
Extended Care Fee refund is•Friday, January 24, 20ll3. 
To apply for a refund, a student must present his/her insurance 
policy boo!det or the schedule of benefits along with the 
insurance wallet ID. card to Student Health Prograriis, Student 
Medical Benefit (Insurance) office, KesnarHall, Room 118. 
All students, including those who have applied fura Cancellation 
Waiver and whose fees are not yet paid, must apply for the 
refund before the deadline. Students 17 and 
under need a parent's signature. 






Jkl IJJ£1.1J12 midi.hJwi 
eJJoJlh. 8.aiui 
$1.50 Bud $2.25 Jack I?aniels 
DAILY EoYPTIAN SPORTS 
Salukis ride on young legs · 
SIU men's track 
places first, while 
women come 
in second at invite 
Zack Creglow 
Daily Egyptian 
If there were 3ny growing pains 
for some of the young SIU track 
and field athletes 3t the McDonald's 
invite last Friday and Saturday, some 
culprit must ha\'e shot them up with 
a spinal anesthesia to numb out the 
pain. . 
With the help of m3ny of the up-
and-coming future stal"5 of Saluki 
track 3Ild field in its second meet 
of the season, the men's squad was 
able to take home first-place honors 
with 168 points - 59 more than 
second-place finisher Wallace State. 
The women finished in second {82) 
behind Southeast Missouri State 
(130). 
"The [newcomers] performed 
HEARTBREAK 
: wcll," sophri~o~ ·Tony" L3Chaina~ ·claimed first place in the soo;mr.ter 
s:iid. "Joe {Bryne] c:ime in and did run, finishing in of ti~e 2 minutes 
really well. He probably could· have and 17.66 seconds. , .. 
done better if he Sbrted his kick 3 ·1 . think . that; C\'crybody did 
few laps ·e3rlier. And Julien [Garci3] well,* women's head coach Connie 
did very well. He out kicked Doron Price-Smith S3id. "The. ones th3t 
[Giat] 3t the end. I think the coaches competed did\vdl. They caine back 
are really happy with their. perfor- andpcrformedataboutwhattheydid 
manccs for the first time." before break, • . . • . , 
Garcia finished first in the mile Being a !Jome _meet proYides. 
run, while Byrne finished second certain expectation, but Price-Smith 
behind SIU sophomore Eli Baker in doesn't think that SIU's finish 
the 3000-meter run. be}-,;nd SEl\iIO was anything to fret 
Newcomer Chris Cline won the about. She thinks the Oht:ooans ha\'e 
weight toss with a chuck of 51-15 superb talent and, more importantly, 
and freshm:in. Ray Scotten took had superior depth than SIU. 
home first place in pole v3ult by LaChiana · thinks the Ark:insas 
clearing 15-5.75. Invite, which both SIU squads will 
For the women, the usual suspects be· trcklcing to Jonesboro, Ark., to 
perfnrrned as expected. compete in, will gi\-e the men's squad 
Reigning . Missouri Valley a more accurate gauge of the team. 
Conference Indoor shot put cham- But Price-Smith has a good idea 
pion Danielle Lawary finished first of how the women are coming along. 
in her bread and butter C\-ent with a "V'le are progressing 35\ve should 
toss 47-4.25. lnna TureYsky won the be," Price-Smith S3id. 
long jump with 3 bound of 18-9.75, 
which was also a personal best for the 
sophomore. And junior Noa Beitler 
Rrporttr Zod:. c,.,.g/ow ran be rrached 
al zcreglow@dail)-egyptian.com 
o::r,rnNt lfD FBOM PAGE 10 
coach Dana Altm3n. "\'l'c were trailing e\-erything. \\'e 
didn't dictate anything on the defensive end." 
Nearly C\'Cf}" Saluki took a turn gll3rding Kol"\·er, 3nd 
the platoon defense worked in the first half. Kol"\·er also 
missed some open three-point attempts. enetg)' out of the building. 
After sbrting slowly on the road earner in the season, 
S]U answered C\"Ci)" Creighton shot "ith one of its own 
in the first half - sending 3 hush o\'er the raucous crowd 
of 10,184 numerous times - and leading by as many as 
13 points in the first half. 
Darren Brooks brought silence to the auditorium more 
than once in the opening sunza, 3S he was 3n integral 
part ofSIU's early success, scoring 12 of his 17 points in 
the first hal£ 
The sophomore guard also achieved career highs in 
rebounds and assists, with 11 and six, respectively. 
"We just couldn't stop them," s:iid Creighton.head 
But C\'en with their early strUggles, Kol"\'Cr and the 
Bluejays left quite :m impression on \Veber. 
But as much as the Salukis were re3dy to diallengc the 
Blucjays on national television, they must also be ready 
to tr:n-el to North,;rn Jow3 for a Wednesday game at the 
UNI Dome, 3 place that has not been kind to SIU. 
"I've S.tid all along the biggest game of this three-game 
stretch was Northern Iowa; Weber S3id. "Our kids ba\-e 
gotta come back no matter what happened in this game." 
&porter Ethan Eritl:sDn ran br rearhtd at 
ecri~n@dailyegyptian.com 
HALVES 
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"He (Korver) just keeps run-
ning," \'l'i1Ji3ms said. "There's a 
reason why he gets shots. He keeps 
running. He's moving hard. He 
comes off a lot of screens arid 3fter a 
while ·it just wears down 3 defender 
3nd he mal:es you pay C\'e.l)' time he 
gets an open look." 
\'l'illiams, 3long with \Veber, 
said the team did not play that 
poorly on S2!urday and is not down 
on itself despite the loss. SIU was 
not supposed to win and _they lost, 
so it is moving on to \Vednesday's 
· game 3t Northern Iowa. 
"\'l'e h~Ye come 3Jong way. We 
battled \\ith one of the best te3ms in 
the country• at their place, so we feel 
pretty good about it. The biggest 
thing is they still gotta' come back 
to our place." 
Rrporttr J.1ichad Brenner 
ran br nathtd at 
mbrenner@dia1yegypti3n.com 
MVC Men's Basketball 
M VC Overall 
W W L 
Creighton 6 O 15 1 
. \S;l1Jinoisc ;'·S_,:itj ·10 .. 4 ·_: 
SMS 5 1 8 6 
~sti~ ~~L~2,.:J~.fl.~ :?J 
Bradlev 2 3 6 · 10 
;_Q&i~:-~:-~;:h:~t.· .. -1.:.~1.!>J 
No. Iowa 2 4 5 9 
r Eva~llej ·,r \' 4::,:-5"' 9~ 
Indiana St 1 4 5 11 . 
1imnois'st,;2B~-§ _'.:_'1 >~,13:1 
Weekend results: 
Evansville 51, SMS 70 
Wichita St 69, Illinois Sl 66 
No. Iowa 71, Bradley 56 
S. Illinois 76, Creighton 85 
Indiana St 541 Drake 68 
• WNOIS 76 - Jermaine Dear• 
man 9·15, 0-1, 18; Darren Brooks 
7-13, 0-1, 17; Kent Williams s-11, 0· 
1, 12; Josh W3rren 5-9, 2-2, 12; Brad 
Korn 2·3, o-o, G; Stetson Hairston 
2-11, 1-1, 5; Blake Schoen 1-4, 1-2, 
3; Bryan Turner 1·3, 0-0, 3. Totals 
32·70, 4-8, 76. 
U!EIC.HTON (85)- Kyle Kol"'ler 6·12, 
7-7, 24; Larry House 7-11, 0·2, 14; 
Michael Lindeman 4•7,.2·3, 12; Joe 
Dabbert 1-1, 7•8, 9; Mike l.,rimes 3-4 
3·3, 9; Brody Deren 2-4, 4-7, a; Tyler · 
McKinney 0-3, 6-7, 6; DeAnthony 
Sowden 1-4, 1·3, 3. Totals 24-48, 
3(}-40,85. 
Halfrime score: SIU 45, ueightun 37. 
3-point field goals: SIU 8-20 (Brooks 3•5, 
Korn 2·3, war.ams 2-4, Turner 1-1. Schoen 
0-2, Hairston 0-S). Creighton 7•16 (Korver 
5•10, Lindeman 2·2, House 0-1, Sowden 
0-1, McKinney 0-2}. Rebounds: SIU 40 
(Brooks 11). Creighton 35 (Korver 11) • 
. Assists: SlU 15 (Brooks 6). Creighton 18 
(Bowden 6). Total fouls: SIU 25. Creighton 
t5. Attendance: 10.184, 
DNC set to spoil Duke's 16--0 mark 
Paula Lehman 
The Chronicle (Duke U.) 
DURHAM, N.C, (U-WlRE) - As the tents begin 
to sink in K-Ville under the sno\,fall, the heat of the 
long-standing Duke-North Carolina rivalry th=tens 
. to boil O\'er. Monday, the women's basketball team will 
take on the No. 8 Tar Heels (14-1, 4·0 ACC) looking 
to advance their undefeated season· to 17-0 and 5-0 in 
conference pby. 
But are the Blue Devils' late·escapes bound to c:itch 
up with them? 
Duke has trailed duriiig the first minutes of the second 
half the past four ga:nes, pulling away wins led by Alana 
Be3rd, who fir,:shed with 29 points again~t \Vake Forest 
Thursday night. • 
"I think I was feeling the frustration ofourentire t=," 
head coach Gail Goestenkors s:iid of last night's contest. 
"\Ve didn't seem to be in syneh with one another." 
The Blue D""ils will certainly need to find their 
mytlun for Monday night's matchup. North C3rolina is 
off to their best start since the 1998 season. · 
Senior guard Coretta Brown leads the team in 5coring 
with 155 points per game. Brown also has strong support 
from three-time ACC Rookie of the Week La'Tangda 
Atkinson who has been a\-er:iging 11 points and SC\'en 
rebounds per game. 
Alana Beard and kiss Tillis dive on the floor for a· · 
loose ball 2g:iinst \Vake Forest. As Duke srruggled to 
finish off the Demon De3cons Thursday n'.,;ht, the Tar 
Heels were busy demolishing Clemson, dealing them 3 
77-55 Joss.. . 
North C:irolina was c:irried by another t:ilented Tar 
Heel, C:ind3ce Sutton, who finished with 15 points. 
While her stati5tics may lac:k a certain Afan3-esquc 
ridiculousness, she is part of a more balanced offenswe 
uriit_ that has been- able to put 70-plus points on the 
scoreboard against good teams. 
SPORTS DAILY EavrnAN 
w• Kentuc}<y tops,·men's and 
women's· swimming'and diving 
SIU's first home meet 
since September proves 
fruitful despite l~sses 
Ch!istoph!'!r Morrical 
Daily Egyptian · · 
The Salukis knew they would have 
to keep the score close Saturday if they 
expected.to beat two good swimming teams 
from \\lestern f:entucl..-y. 
The SIU women (2-5) kept it close, but 
a final tally gave the win to the Hilltoppers 
(16-3) Saturday at the Recreation Center 
pool. 
There was only a five-point diffen:-:e in 
the 124-119 final. 
The Saluki men (3-3) were not as fortu-
nate. The Hilltoppcrs (11-0) won first place 
in all but four events, beating SIU 139-104 
and keeping their undefeated streak afa·e. 
On the women's side, sophomore Suz:innc 
Souders ga,·e credit to the training the team 
went through during the holiday break for 
the success the Salukis had Saturday. 
"\Ve just came off good Christmas train-
ing," Souders said. "The first week was really 
. hard. 
"Then we went home to spend time with 
our parents and then came back. [At the 
meet] we were more. together as a team than 
we have been in a while.• 
and the 1,000 freestyle (10:32.10). • 
The women also picked· up firstsplacc 
finishes from Liz McGowan in the 200 
freestyle with a time of 1:55.02, a personal . 
best, and Melinda Page, who won the 100 
freestyle in her first attempt ever with :i time 
of54.15. 
The Salukis won second-place.finishes 
from Amber Mullins in the 1,000 freestyle 
(10:34.27), Sarah Lenz in the ~O freestyle 
(25.44) and Ashley MacCurdy in the 500. ' 
freestyle {5:09.59). . 
Also finishing second was th_e team <?f 
Ar.dri Hadjiantoniou, Page, Karina Belache 
and Lenz in the 200 medley rday {1:52.45), 
and in the 200 free relay team of Bronwyn 
Logan, Lenz, McGowan and · Kelsey 
Kinsella (1:41.76). · 
The men were not as lucky as the women 
when it ca.me to high finishes in races. 
It was their first home meet of the season 
· a:id they had only two swimming first places 
and a mere nvo in diving. The rest of the· 
meet was dominated by the Hilltoppers. · 
"We didn't struggle th~t much," said 
junior Derek Helvey. "There were a lot of 
guys putting their heads down at the begin-
ning and getting out of the meet right away. 
• [The Hill toppers] came out pretty strong 
and they took it to us pretty qukk. Some of 
the guys put their heads down and were like 
'the meet is over.' We didn't do as bad as 
everyone thinks we did, but we did lose." 
Helvey won the 200 freestyle {1:40.64) 
and the 500 freestyle (4:.!6.54). The only 
' ' \Ve just cnme off good ChristmllS 
training. The first week was really hard: 
other Saluki first places came from· Dave . LESTER E. MURRAY - DAILY EGYPTIAN 
Likar in the one-meter dive (298.35) and· SIU sophomore swimmer Suzanne Souders exits the Recreation Center pool after 
from Devin Aikins in the three-meter dive winning the 200 yard individual medley Sat,.nday against Western Kentucky. Souders 
(303.45). also won the 100 backstroke, but the Salukis fell to the Hilltoppers _F~. _1.1_?: Then we wem home to spend time with 
our parents and then cnme back (At the 
meer] we were more together as a team 
Second places came from the 200 medley 
relay team of Marcelo Possato, Miguel King, · dive (266.55) and first in the three-meter. personal bests. The guys are just plugging 
Adam Gangl and Matthew Glowacki; dive, but he was diving an exhibition so his away. . 
than we hat~ been in a while.,, 
Edoardo Daelli in the 200 freestyle (1:44.07) scores did not count. "We went to the America's· Cup and 
and 100 freestyle (47.14), Possatu in the 100 Sinclair's dives were exhibition because that experience is ·carrying on'through here. 
backstroke (50.57) and Bryan Riekena in the only three dives could be scored, and the We're just. getting ready for conference in a 
100 breaststroke (59.75). . exhibition diver had to b'e named before the . 'couple of weeks and SMS ncxrwed:." - SuuMe Souder· 
sophomore. S1U SYJimming team The 200 free relay team of newcomer meet began. · The divers will attempt ro end the 1-::guiar •. 
Sakis I:.ambrau, Mitchell Richards, Glowacki If his scores had counted, the Saluki men season with the same success Saturday. That 
Souders and freshman Briley Bergen each 
won two events to lead the Saluki women. 
Souders posted her best time as a Saluki in 
the 100-yard backstroke with a time of 58: 
85 and ,~on the 200 individual medley (2: 
09.86). 
arid Daelli also took second. . would have taken the lop four. places in both is when SIU will play host to the Bears of 
Joining these swimmers with second place dives. · Southwest Missouri State at the Recreation 
Bergen won the 500 freestyle (5:08.21) 
finishes were Adam Peper in the three-meter This shows the continuing success the Center. 
dive {264.98) and Aikins in the one-meter . men's divers ha\'C been displaying all season. 
dive (260.63). Each was a personal best. "\Ve had a very 6ood day on the men's 
Senior diver Jake Sinclair participated and ~ide," said diving coach Donnie Torres. "\Ve 
would have finished second in the one-meter . went one, two, three, four and had some 
&porter Cbruiopher Morrical 
azn he n:adxd at 
cmonical@dailyegyptian,com 
IU women turn .. fri id against rake 
Dawgs shoot a 
dismal 20 percent 
from field in huge 
loss to Bulldogs 
Zack Creglow 
~ .... tia=n--..,.......,----
- Saturday's 76-46 loss to Drake · 
was chock-full of streaks for the SIU 
wome,1's b:isketball team. 
The loss marked the ·salukis'· 
(4-9, 0-5) sixth straight loss :ind 
was the Bulldogs {9-6, 4:2) 14th 
straight victory over SIU. The 
Dawgs also had a honid streak of 
poor shooting. 
.In the second half, the Salukis 
shot just 4-ot-28 (.142) from the 
field and finished the gam: shooting 
a dismal 20 percent · -
"We shot 20 percer.t ar.d that is 
just horrible; said SIU head coach 
Lori Opp. "We got good looks. but 
for whatC\'er =.n our shots just 
didn't go in." 
Then came · the plcfhora of 
disheartening scoring streaks Drake 
used to crush the Salukis' hope for 
their first conference win. · 
It all began after a Megan Miller 
three-pointer narrowed the deficit Salukis had just 14 turnovers, 
to 23-18 with 5:15 remaining in the which is astounding gi\'en the 29 
first half. they coughed up against Creighton 
The Bulldogs then went on a Thursda\·. 
rabid 12-5 run to increase their lead Op? ;aid the coaching staff has 
to 35-22 at halftime. talked continually to her players 
During the scoring spree, Drake about not getting down on them-
scored five ofits points from the free- selves after making a turnover. She 
tlumv line before Nicole Denmon thinks that when one of the players 
nailed a buzzer-brating three. turns the ball over, they lose conccn-
and no one · expects us to win," 
Perry said, "Besides the people in 
our locker room, not a lot of people 
support us and think we are going to 
do very well. 
"But if we ,;an do !he things we 
have, been_ worldng on and get our 
1~saiukis'!f6Niu11c1ojs~1&:! 
"Carla Bennett is their big-time nation on defense, which gets the s. lWNolS (46) _ Tiffany Crutcher 
post player and our posts were doing Salukis into some-quicksand. 2•5, 3-5, 7; Molly M~owell 2-9, o-o, 
a great job against her- in the first Because of their recent losing 6; SteP.ha.nie Bro~ 0-7, 6-8, 6; Dana 
half; said sophomore poirit guard • streak, the Salukis are p~nning to Pinkstorl'1"6. 2-4, 5; Christine Perry' 
Christine Perry, "\Ve were really make some changes throughout the 1•5; 2~,.5; Hillary Phillips 2·5,.0-0, 
hanging with them fer mo~t of the lineup. 4; Jodi Heiden 2-8, 0-0, 4; Danette 
first half. One player_ that could be seeing Jones 1-4, 0-0, 3; Megan Miller t~. 
"At about the _fo·e-minute ·mark, increased minutes this week against . 0-0, l; Alissa Jaehnke 0-1, 2-2. 2; 
theygota13-pointlead,whichxru- JllinoisStateandlndianaStatc,both Katie Berwanger ll-1, l-2. 1. Totals 
ally isn't that.bad of a lead at a!L" home games, is Perry. 12-59, 16-27, 46. 
But Bennett "-ent on an amaz- "Chris has really stepped up and DIWCE (76)-~ Carla. Bennett IHl, 
6-8, 22: Maureen Head 7-il, 1-1, 15; 
ing tear in the second to dash :my done a· tremendous job when she Nicole tierimon·i;..14~ 0-4; lS; Allison 
of the Salukis lingering hopes for a goes in; Opp said of Perry, who has Burchill ~l; 6-6;6;Ja'Nae Mosely 1, 
comeback. . . just nvo turnovers in 41 minutes of 3, Jo(-, 5; cydney Franklin 1-4; J-4, sf 
The scniorccnterscored 11 points ronference play. "She does exactly Mandy ~ppel 0-4, J-4, J; Kris Meg-
in just 5:51 to spark the Bulldog's .what we ask her to and that is key. gers-1•2; 1-2; 3; Ma:tha Chaput i._1, 
~-9 bli~eg, whic.Vg.t\'C Drake. And Chris is \'ocal and tries to talk 0-0; 2. Totals 25-56, 23-34, 76. 
a 60-31 lead ~t the 8:04 mark of the . to everybody and direct traffic. • Halftime scoie: Drake 35, SIU 22. 3-point 
second half: ·Chris has made some more ~~~~~::~.\~=/;~.~~:.!; · 
"It ,vas a game of runs," Opp impro\'ements, an·d we will be giving 0-1, Phulips 0-2). Drake J-12 (Cenmon 
said; ~They just went. to town and her some more dock." J-7, Burchill 0-1, Mosely 0-1, lC<1ppel 0-3). 
put up a clinic in the post in the ? f ~nd when the Salukis get tha,t Rebounds: SIU 37 (Brown s-,. Drake 53 • 
zecond half." · next win; • some pressure 'will: be .. i~::~e9i~c::J~~fy ~-~= 
In a game in which there w:,sn't alle\iated: 3).Toblfouls:SIU26.Drake22.Attendan..e: 
many positives · to look upon, the . "No one expects us. to_ do well, 3,008. · -
first win•, we will be fine.• 
RLpartcr Z-ad: Crtglrr.n 




M V C Overall 
W W L 
Wichita St -5 11 4 
tlridf~t/): 4:~\ ,';}' !41 i.f~ L4 
Creighton 4 2 n .4 
. fofak:~;)' .. }·,·4;::+2,:?t9:;:;G~j 
Evansville 3 1 · ·9 5 
rn.hlsJ~~- e-:··}:: ~>3''.;,>;;;;:'af:1 
No.Iowa 2 3 7 7 
@'diiii:@s?t7?s\~ . 
lllinoisSt. 1 4 '3 11 
~_ lllinois\;,·o:~Tf;~ 
Weekend results: 
Evansville 75, Creighton 9B.·. 
S. ·111inois 46, Drake 76 
SMS 6Z Indiana St. 6S . 
W:chita St. 78, Illinois St 57 













, lilans 2.;, Raiders 41 
~ :7, Eagles 10 
STltvc JAHHKI!: - DAILY ECYPTIAN 
Creighton's DeAnthony Bowden strips the ball from SIU's Darren Brooks during the first half of the 
Salukis 85-76 loss to the Bluejays Saturday in Omaha, Neb. The Salukis led the No. 10 Bluejays 45-37 
at halftime and had a lead as high as 13 in the first half before losing steam in the second half. 
A tale of two.halves 
Michael Brenner 
Daily Egyptian 
SiU was up by eight. The Salukis ~= scoring a mill, taking care of the 
bskctball and silencing the standing-
room only crowd at the Omaha Civic 
Auditorium. 
Then t:lme the second halt: 
Creighton drubbed SIU in the 
second fi:amc, outscoring it 48-31 and 
erasing any thoughts of an upset the 
Dawgs may have been pondering. 
· "We couldn't finish buckets inside 
when we needed 10; said SIU head 
coach Bruce Weber. "I thought "-'C 
took quick shots at the start of the 
second half, and they were more 
patient in the second halt:" 
The Blucjays were not only more 
patient; they were more attentive as 
well. Late in the second half SIU 
senior Jermaine Dc:irman c:mtally 
clnoblcd the ball to half court and had 
his pocket picked by Creighton guard 
DcAnd-.ony Bowden. Deannan's ·. 
teammates told him B01vden was 
coming but he could not hear them. 
"It was loud. When the crowd 
gets into it you can't hear your 
teammates telling )'OU 'behind you; 
Dearman said. "You really couldn't 
sec [Bowden J once you heat the press. 
That g.tl'C them a iittle momentum 
and I think that was the key." 
It's a pl:iy that "'-ould never lm-c 
happened during the first half; when 
Creighton fans were silent, Saluki 
shots fell and breaks "-= going Sill's 
w.ty. . . . . 
The Dawgs shot 49 percent from 
the field and an outstanding 71 per-
cent from three-point range in the 
first halt: But in the second half, their 
field goal percentage dropped to 42 
pc:.cnt and they made only 3 of 13 
trey attempts. 
Weber attriburcd the difference 
to fatigue caused by Creighton's full. 
court press. 
"We probably tired a little bit 
and then )'OU break down mentally; 
Weber said. "Their pressure IIl2kcs 
)'OU go fast, and we went too fast, and 
too early in the shot clock. We took 
some questionable shots." . 
As usual, Kyle Korl't:l'pl:i)-cd a role 
in the Salukis' demise. After a quiet 
SCl'Cr.•point first half, Creighton's 
senior fonvard cxplocled to score 17 
in the second-half, including three 
triples in only 38 seconds. 
~twas a big part of the game; 
Dc:irman said of Kon-cr's th.""CC-point 
binge. "He comes off three saccns 
there in a row. Early he had some 
· shots that did not fall and he just kept 
• staying with it and he made them.• . 
Creighton head coach Dana 
Altman took the blame for his tc:im's 
lousy tirst halt: He said he was not 
able to get the ball to Kontt until 
they had worn _SIU down in the 
second hall 
According to senior Kent 
Wrlliams, Kon'CJ''s relentless m01'C· 
ment without the ball CVt:ntually 
stifled Saluki resistance. 
"[Korvcr]just keeps running," 
See HALVES, page 18 
SUPER BOWL XXXVII 
Raiders vs. Bucs 
Sunday s p.m. ~c 
JANUARY 21, 2003 
Socl 
SIU blows.big lead 
at Creighton, suffers 
first loss, ~n-Valley 
Ethan Erickson · 
Daily Egyptian 
its next four shots and fcll behind by 
SC\'l:ll points. The deficit never got 
smaller than five points as Crcighton 
(15-1, 6-0 MVC) assuted its confer-' 
cnl'C dominance. . 
"I'm not sure they'~ gonna lose; 
said SIU head coach Bruce Weber. 
'"I'll be honest, they could go 18-0. I'm 
hoping we can get them at our pl:ice, 
OMAHA, Neb • .....:. Th/ SIU,· but I'm not sure after that.~ _:_c ... · 
men's basketball team kept national SIU dominated in most of the . 
pl:iycr of the year . candir-,te Kyle statistical c:i.rcgorics; grabbing sa,:n 
Kontt in check for one lulf; but he more offensive boards than the 
exploded for 17 second-half points Blucjays, taking 22 more shots and 
as his team completed a comeb:ick outscoring their opponents inside by 
to too: sole possession of first pl:ic-c in a 16-point margin. · 
the Missouri Valley Conference with But a m:1SSivc free throw g.tp made 
a 85-76 win. up for the Saluki domination in other 
Kontt had SC\'Cn po:nts at the half areas :is Creighton attempted 40 free 
and the Salukis held a 45-37 lc:id, Lut throws to Sill's 8. And the canyon 
No. 10 Creighton, which h:id Sta)-cd could luvc been "'idcr if Creighton 
in the game behind the play ofits role hadn't missed the first of so many 
players, came out of the locker room one-and-one opponunitics. . 
strong. "I did not appreciate th: diffcrcn-
Aftcr his tc:immates trimmed the ti:il in free throws; Weber said. "But 
deficit to d11t:c, Kontt took the game that's what happens on the road.~ 
on his shoulders. Creighton's full-court pressure 
The nomadic marksman scored didn't seem to disrupt the Saluki 
nine points on three three-pointers. offense as much as expected, but 
in a 38-second span that g.i,-e his it may ha,-c been critical ®"TI the 
tc:im a three-point lead and brought stretch nonetheless. ' -
the standing-room only crowd at the "In the second h:ilfthe press got to 
Omaha Civic Auditorium to its feet. us; Dc:irman said. "Guys were stut~ 
"Kon-cr hit some ,big, threes," ing to get a little f:t:igued including 
said SIU senior fo~ Jermaine myself:" 
~--Dearman. "We h:id him in the first' - Despite the loss, the Salukis have 
h.:l£ Other guys "-'Crc ~ng. pl:iys. no rc:u..al to hang their hc:ids. 
Once they i;ct going and once Kontt. "Today we shO\O,ffl the progress 
hits some threes, they're pretty hard that we've made, and "-'C just gotta 
to beat." keep it up," said senior guard Kent 
. The three-point bamgc also \V'tlliams. "We just can't dwell on this 
all°"'-cd Kontt to pass current Saluki game.• 
assistant coach Shane Hawkins as the In the first half, hOWC\'Cr, it 
conference's =r lc:ider in made appeared as if SIU could pull off the 
three-pointers. biggest upset since dcfc:iting I.my 
Following Korvcr's outburst, the Bird's Indiar.a State tc:im. 
teams exchanged blows before the Creighton, feeding o!Tthe crowd's 
senior forward, who finished with energy, scored the game's first six 
24 points and 11 rebounds; g.i1-c. his points before the Salukis took 01tt. 
Blucjays the lc:id for good with anoth- \V'tlliarns, who finished ,~ith 12 
er trifccta. That shot can1e with 8:10 points, knocked in a three-pointer 
remaining whc11 he a!ricd arom!d a from th-e right comer for Sill's first 
screen t-. the top of tf,e ki:y and bur-· pt)i:.ts. That was the bq;inning of a 
ied rus fifth anc! final three-pointer of 20-7 Saluki n:n that sucked the 
the aftt:moon. 
SIU(l0-4,5-lMVC)thenmisscd See HEARTBREAK, page 18 
. · , .· · ISTl<YE JAHNKE• DAILY ECYPTIAN 
Creighton's Kyle Korver shoots over SIU's Jermaine. Dearman 
(left) and Brad Korn Saturday afternoon. After a slow first half, 
Korver, the MVC's leading scorer, tallied 17 points in the second 
stanza to lead the Bluejays back to an 85-76 victory. 
